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ABSTRACT 

This thesis presents a case snidy of morphologically cornplex verbs in English formed by 

-ifyl-ize affxation. In particular, we examine the argument smicture and event structure 

properties of these verbs and outline a theory of where in the grarmnar these properties are 

derived. We observe that, while -@/-ise verbs cannot be identified as having consistent 

argument stnrcture properties, they do have a uniquely identifiable aspectual propeq, 

which is that they denote delimited events, in the sense of Temy (1994). Hence, we 

propose an event stnictu~ analysis of the verbs in which we analyze the affixes as 

AFFIXES which serve as morphological markers of delimitation. Following ment proposds 

conceming the structural representation of events, we suggest that the affixes head an 

aspecnial projection in the phrasal syntax labelled FP-delimit. Finally, we examine the 

implications of our proposal for a universal theory of event structure representation. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction : 

Deriving the Properties of Morphologically Complex Verbs in English 

1.0 PREAMBLE 

Our domain of inquiry concerns the meaning of derived verbs, specifically those derived by 

-ifil-ize affixation. The question we seek to answer is 'Where do the (uniquely) verbal 

properties of &rive. verbs corne fiorn?' It is reasonable to assume that a derived verb 

inherits at les t  some of its semantic content from its nominal or adjectival stem However, 

these verbs, like non-denved or primitive verbs, have panicuiar semantic properties not 

associated with nouns and adjectives. Verbs belong to the grammatical category that 

expresses the action, state or process of a sentence (Genmer (1981), Frawley (1992) and 

Levin (in prep.)). In other words, verbs t@dy  encode events, 'a relatively temporal 

relation in conceptual space' Frawley (1992:144). Encoded in îhe meaning of verb, 

therefore, is the notion of rime. Furthemore, the eventuality that the verb denotes invoIves 

one or more semantic participants (or arguments), entities that either perform or are affecteci 

by the action, state or process named by the verb. These arguments appear as the 

grammatical subject and object in the syntax, A noun, on the other hand, refers to an 

entity it is the thing that participates in the action denoted by the verb, and generally does 

not require participants of its own. An adjective typically denotes a smte or attribute and as 

such, does require a semantic argument (it must be attributed of something). However, an 

adjective does not entaii a temporal relation. Thus, verbs are uniquely disringuished ikom 

nouns and adjectives in that they entail an eventive (temporal) notion as weii as a number of 

semantic participants. 
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The defining semantic pmpenies of verbs are perhaps best introduced by examining the 

m e h g  of a simple, nonderived verb. Consider the example below illusmting the 

primitive verb put.' 

(lb) illustrates that the meaning of the verb is decomposable into more primitive semantic 

predicates like CAUSE, GO and AT (Jackendoff (1974, 1990), Camer and Randal1 

(1993), Levin and Rappaport Hovav (to appear)). Each predicate requires the presence of 

one semantic participant, which is represented as a variable (either x, y or 2). The variables 

in tum c m  be defined by the sernantic role they play in the event These s e m t i c  roles are 

iisted in (lc). In o u .  exarnple, CAUSE specifies an AGENT argument (x), GO a 'ïNEME 

argument (y) and AT a GOAL argument (z). The AGENT is the entiry that actively engages in 

the activity of putting. The THEME is the entity that undergoes the action, and the GOAL is 

the entity towards which the action is duected. The verb put in the above example, denotes 

an eventuality in which an AGENT causes an entity, the THEME, to undergo movement such 

thai the THEME cornes to be at a location or GOAL. Central to this definition then is the 

specification of the arguments, as well as the sernantic predicates CAUSE, BE and AT, 

which specify the relations between the arguments. 

1 For ease of exposition, in order to illustrate the decomposition of the meaning of put into its 
component parts, we utilize here a type of predicate decompositional representation of 
rneaning. This is for explanatory purposes only. It does not mean that we subscribe to a 
particular theory of argument projection in which such a representation is assumed to be 
present in the lexicon dong with specified principles of rnapping. 
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Like the primitive verb put, a derived verb also denotes the action of a sentence and thus 

functions to set up relationships between arguments. Consider the examples listed in (2) 

and (3) below which illustrate -iO affixation and -ize affixation respectively. Each example 

includes the morphological and semantic decomposiaons of the verb, as well its argument 

stnicnires. 

a, The linguistics student verbified the noun. 

b. verbifj = [[verb], ify], 

c. verbify = [,,,, CAUSE [-, XI, [,,, BE lm, YI, EPI. VERNI 

d. (AGENT, THEME) 

a. The lin,ouistics student pluralized the noun. 

b. pluralize = [[plural], ize], 

c-  pluralize = CAUSE [,, XI, [fi,, BE hg YI, &j, PLURAL]] 

d. (AGENT, THEME) 

The derived form verbify illusûated in (2) wiil get some of its meaning from the nominal 

stem verb. The Randorn House Dictionary defines a verb as 'any rnember of a class of 

words [,..] that function as the main elernenis of predicates'. Thus, when this noun 

undergoes a derivation to become a verb, it will preserve this basic sense in its new 

grammatical function. Verbifi, by virtue of the fact that it is a verb, will have an eventive 

denotation, requiring an element of time as weil as one or more entities to function as 

semantic participants. The event denoted in The linguistics student verbijïed the noun, 

requires two participants, one that does the action (the linguistics student) and one that 

undergoes the action (the noun). These participants are a requirement of eventive functions 

generally. The semantics of the individual event comes h m  the meaning of the stem. 
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Thus, to verbify a nom means 'to cause an entity (a noun) to becorne the main element of a 

predicate (a verb)' . 

Wbar is strkhg about the derivational process is that it is able to take an element that 

denotes either an entity or attnbute, which by definition la& the defining characteristics of 

verbs. and output a functionally and sernanhlly unique verb. In our examples (2) and 

(3), each stem fom (verb and plural), is non-evenrive. Neither the noun nor the adjective 

'takes place in the' ,  neither denotes an action or process, and consequently they do not 

require an interaction of semantic participants. Yet, with the addition of the s u f i ,  ail these 

verbal properties are acquired. The new word is a verb. Its meanhg is decomposable into 

semantic predicates me CAUSE and BE which themselves spec@ a nurnber of semantic 

parricipana. While the specific meaning of each derived verb may be derived from the 

meaning of the stem fkorn which it was fomed (in combination with pragmatic factors), the 

general eventive interpretation of the verb certainly cannot be. 

In this thesis we investigaie the sources of rneaning of denominal and deadjectival verbs 

derived by the affixation of -ifi and -ize, focusing in pamcular on where their eventive 

interpretation and argument structure corne fiom. We shail suggest that derived verbs are 

formed in the syntax and that their semantic interpretation is compositionaily detexmineci. 

Hence, ou. analysis, while very specific in its focus, bears upon a more general theoretical 

debate in the linguistics literature conceming the nature of the lexical-syntactic interface. In 

order to set the stage for our investigation, therefore, we begin this chapter with a 

background discussion of this debate. Following this, we provide a brief overview of the 

verbs that we WU consider and highlight the major theoretical assurnptions that are relevant 

to out analysis. 



1.1 On the Nature of the Lexical-Syntactic Interface 

Over the p s t  number of years a wedth of research, conducted in the areas of morphology, 

synm and lexical semantics, has sought to characterize the relationship between the lexical 

and syniactic components of the grammar. Withùi the genedve enterprise, it is commonly 

assumed that the syntactic structure of a sentence is projected fiom the lexical properties of 

its verbs and/or other predicates in accordance with the Projection Principle, given in (4). 

(4) Representations at each syntactic level (Le., LF, and J3- and S-structure) are 

projected h m  the lexicon. in that they observe the subcategorization properties 

of lexical items. 

(=(38) p.29, Chomsky (1982)) 

Irnplicit in the Projection Rinciple is the assumption that the lexical representaiion of a verb 

is highly specified, encoding such information as the verb's meaning, the number of 

arguments it takes. and the thematic roles that are associated with each one. Hence. since 

the early 1980s. theonsts have atiempted to characterize the lexical cornpetence held by 

native speakers with respect to die synotctic and semantic propemes of lexical items. Che 

concem, for example, lies in how to represent the relations between a predicate and its 

arguments (cf. Gruber (1976), Chomsky (1986), Grimshaw (IWO), Jackendoff (1990), 

Levin (1992), and Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1997, and previous)). As weU, the 

question of how the arguments in the semantic representation are rnapped onto syntactic 

structure has been addressed (for example, see Caner (1976)-(1984), Baker (1988), 
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Carrier and Randail (1992, 1993), Tenny (1994) and Rosen (1995)).~ It has been 

observed that certain arguments appear to rnap u n i f o d y  onto specific syntactic positions, 

and as a consequence, universal mapping principles have been proposed to account for this 

regularity. For example, Baker (1988) proposes the foilowing Uniformity of Theta 

Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH), stated in (5). 

(5) Identicai thematic reIationships between items are represented by identical 

structural relationships ben~een those items at the level of D-structure. 

(=(30) p. 46, Baker (1 988)) 

This hypothesis predicts that the 8-roles specified in the lexical entry of a given predicate 

govem what syntactic positions the arguments will occupy in the syntax. The verb give, 

for instance, lexicaily selects two intemal arguments, a theme (the entity given) and a goa! 

(the entity that the theme is given to). Observe in (6) that there are two alternative ways in 

which the thematic relations can be realized. Either the theme occupies the direct object 

position and the goal is introduced by a dative preposition, as in (6a), or the goal occupies 

the direct object position while the theme sits in the indirect object position, (6b). 

(6) a. John gave the book,,- to Bill,. 

b. John gave Bill, the b o o L .  

Given the UTAH, then, both sentences must be derived h m  the same underlying syntactic 

configuration (cf. Larson (1988)). û-uciaily, for proponents of this research program, the 

syntactic behaviour of a verb and its arguments is a direct reflection of the lexical semantic 

2 See Levin and Tenny (1988) for a comprehensive coiiection of Carter's work in this area. 
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representation of the verb. Therefore, the goal of such work is to elucidate the organization 

of the lexicon. Following LeWl and Rappaport Hovav (1997), we refer to these theories 

as "projectionist" theories. 

1.1.2 The CONSTRUCTIONAL Approach 

An alternative view has appeared mently that takes some of the burden away £rom the 

lexicon and places more emphasis on the role played by the syntactic smcture itseif (cf. 

Borer (1994), Ghomeshi and Massarn (1994), Erteschik-Shir and Rapoport (1995), 

Goldberg (1995) and Ritter and Rosen (1997)). One of the dnving forces of this view, 

x e f d  tu as the "constructional" approach, is the fact that many verbs can appear in a 

range of D-structure configurations. For example, some verbs display diathesis 

alternations such as the locative altemation shown in (7), or the causative altanation in (8). 

(7) a. The farmer loaded the hay on the wagon. 

b. The farmer loaded the wagon with hay. 

(=(2) p. 176, Ghomeshi and Massarn (1994)) 

8 )  a. The window broke. 

b. Johnbrokethewindow. 

(=(13) p. 122, Ritter and Rosen (1997)) 

These alternations in argument realization pose an empirical challenge to universal mapping 

p ~ c i p l e s  like UTAH. Consider first the exarnpIes in (7). The sentences in (a) and (b) are 

considemi to tx semantic paraphrases; each describe the same event in which hay cornes to 

be at a particular location. However, it has k e n  observed that in fact (a) and (b) are only 
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near-paraphrases (cf. Rapapon and kv in  (1988)). Each alternate expresses a slightly 

different interpretation, referred to as the part-whole effec~ the argument that occupies the 

direct object position, whether it be goal or theme, is undersrnoci as completely *ted by 

the action denoted by the verb. Thus, in (7a) the event denoted is one in which a l l  the hay 

is loaéed onto the truck (even ttiough the truck may not be completely Mi), whereas in (7b) 

the event denoted is one in which the tmck is completely full of hay (even though perhaps 

not all the hay was loaded). (hicially, this nuance in event inteq&tion is not specined 

by the verb, but is deteminecl rather, by the position of the argument(s) in the structure (a 

fact discussed in depth by Ghomeshi and Massam (1994)). The altemation in (8) also 

presents a problern for UTAH in that the verb's ability to pamcipate in the altemation 

depends heavily on the semantic propemes of the argument(s) involved, as noted by Ritter 

and Rosen (1997:122). Obsewe that the verb break in (9) below cannot appear in the 

causative whereas in (10) it can only appear in the causative. 

(9) a- The storm broke. 

b. *The gods broke the stom. 

(10) a. *Her promise broke. 

b. Heather broke her promise. 

Because verbs can appear in such variable syntactic configurations, adherents of 

constructional theories deny lexical representations some of their detaministic power, 

assurning, rather, the position succinctiy stated by Ghomeshi and Massam (1994: 178). that 

"syntactic structures cm have semantic features associated with them [which] interact with 

componenu of meaning contributed by other pans of the grammar". 



1.1.3 The Morpho-Syntactic Debate 

Related to questions concerning the lexical-syntactic interface, are questions conceming the 

place of morphology in the grammar. Those interesteci in the morpho-syntactic debate 

discuss whether morphology is an autonomous component, housed in an independent 

module such as the lexicon, or whether morphology (or at least inflectional rnorphology) is 

part of the syntactic component. Theories that assume the former are generally referred to 

as "Lexicalist" theories. The lexicalist approach essentially began with Chomsky's (1970) 

Remarkr on Nominalizution, in which he argued that, while gerundive nominals in -ing 

(for exarnple, giving) may be derived transformationally, other nominals (such as gvt), are 

derived in the lexicon. This analysis represents a landmark in the development of 

generative morphology, as prior to Remarks, a "transfomtionaï' approach to word 

formation was assumed (for exarnple, Lees (1960)). G e n e d y  speaking, theonsts 

working under a lexicalist framework assume a gr;unmaticai distinction between 

morphology and syntax. The spint of this framework is embodied in postdates such as the 

Word Structure Autonomy Condition of Selkirk (1982), stated be~ow.~  

(11) No deletion or movement msformation rnay involve categories of both W- 

structure and S-structure. 

(=(3.13) p.70, Selkirk (1982)) 

The move towards a "lexical morphology" coincides closely with the general development 

of theories of a highly structured lexicon, as discussed in 1.1.1 above. 

The Lexicalist Hypothesis in fact exists in degrees; adherents either foliow a "strong" 
version, which aiiows for no morphosyntactic relationships (aU morphological properties are 
detennined in the lexicon), or a "weaker" one, which concedes that certain morphological 
operations (for example, inflection) rnay take place in the syntax. 
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Alternatively, proponents of a non-lexical approach to morphoIogy mintain that (at Ieast 

some) morphological operations are operative in the syntax. (Most recently are proposais 

made by Baker (1988), Borer (1991) and Halle and M m a  (1994)). On this view, word 

formation is achieved by such syntactic processes as head rnovernent and is not confined to 

the lexical cornponent of the grammar. Such non-lexical approaches to word formation are 

cornpaîable with the constructional approaches b meaning discussed in 1.1.2 in th& a 

morphoIogicalIy cornplex element would necessardy be interpreted post-lexicaily. In this 

hmework, the lexicon is not the onIy module of the grammar in which meaning is 

deterrnined or assigned. 

1.1.4 In Support of a Constructional View of Meaning 

Our goal in this thesis is to demonstrate that the meaning of English -@y/-ize affixed verbs 

is not determineci soleIy by a highiy stxuctured lexicon, but rather, is anived at 

compositionaüy in the syntax, thus supporting the constructionai side of the lexicai- 

syntactic debate. In our analysis, we establish that these English verbalizing affixes 

consistently derive verbs that denote delimiteci events, in the sense of Tenny (1994). We 

argue that therefore the most accurate chmcterization of such affixes is in terrns of ment 

structure. Following Travis (1991), Borer (1 993). Eneschik-S hir and Rapoport (1 995) 

and Ritter and Rosen (1997)), we assume that event structure information is encoded in 

syntactic structure and argue that the verbalizhg affiies are themselves syntactic entities. 

As a consequence, -ifil-ize affixation must be viewed as a syntactic, rather than lexical, 

process. 



1.2 The Verbs 

As the goal of this study is to determine the derivation of verb meaning, we now introduce 

the relevant English verbalking strategies that wiii be discussed throughout the rest of die 

thesis. Modem English speakers have several verb-forming elements at their disposai. We 

focus mainly on the two most productive suffies, -iD and -ize; however, we also briefly 

mention the prefixes en- and be-, as well as the process of zero derivation (or conversion), 

as these other classes of denved verb are used for purposes of cornparison. 

1.2.1 -ifyl-ize Derived Verbs 

Urdang (1982) provides the foUowing diachronie explanation of the affixes. 

(12) -(i)fy: 

A verb-forming word-final dement, denved ùirough French -fifer) from Latin 

-fic(are) . 

(13) -ize 

A verb-forming word-final element, derived through Middle English -is(en), Old 

French -is(er), and Late Latin -iz(are) from Greek -iz(ein). 

While -ize ultirnately nnds its origins in Greek and -ijj in Latin, either of thern can be used 

m create new verbs £rom any adjectival or nominal stem in English, regardless of the 



stem's origin. The following is a non-exhaustive lin of data illustt'afhg denominal and 

deadjectival vabs denved h m  both -ify and -ite affkation. 

(14) a. Verbs Ddved k m  -i@: 

N: acidify, classw, ernulsify, g l o w ,  homfy, rnummify, persunify, 
solidify , terrify, . . . 

A: amplify, cl*, diversify, falsify, fancify, Frenchify, humidify, 
intensify, prettify, purify, rigidify, simplify, ... 

b. V d s  Derived h m  -ize: 

N: anesthetize, anthologize, Christianize, criminalize, crystallize, fossilize, 
humanize, liquidize, magnetize, martyrize, rnemorize, moisturize, 
pressurize, temorize, traumarize, ... 

A: acaidize, AmericaniK, cararnelize, centdize, civilize, 
. .  . colorize!,conceptualize, conventionalize, equalize, f a . ,  fatilize, 

finalize, generalize, idealize, immunize, institutionalize, legalize, 
modemize, redize, slenderize, tenderize, ... 

As cm be seen, in either case the stem can name a substance, as in acidfi and crystuIIize; a 

physical state, as in humidify and tenderze; or an abstcact state, as illustrateci by the 

muiimal pair temb and tenorize. Furdiemore, aldiough some variation in the definitions 

of these affixes is discussed in the literature (cf. OED, Marchand (1969), Urdang (1982)), 

one primary sense that seems to be characteristic of both is 'to make or do'. Hence, verbs 

derived from these affixes are sometimes classified as '(morphological) causatives' with the 

rneaning 'some entity (x) causes another entity (y) to change state or location, corn into 

' The data has k e n  coïïected h m  various sources including: Levin and Rappapon Hovav 
(1994). Rosenberg (1995). the Random House Unabridged Dictionary, and the Oxford 
English Dictionary. 
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existence, etc.'. Recail the examples discussed in (2) and (3), aven again in (15) and (16) 

below . 

(15) a. The finguistics saident verbined the noun. 

b. [x cause y become verb] 

(16) a. The linguistics student p l d z e d  the noun. 

b . [X cause y becorne plut-4 

(15) and (16) exemplify -fi fyat ion and -ize affixation respectively, that is, [,[,verb]@] 

and [,[,,plural]ize]. As indicated by the rough semantic paraphrases in the (b) examples. 

the function of the derived verbs in each sentence appears to be the same. In each event, a 

change in the referen t of the interna1 argument is brought about as a result of the action of 

the derived verb. 

1.2.2 en-lbe- Derived Verbs 

en-lbe- pretixation is another way in which Engiish speakers can derive verbs h m  nouns 

and adjectives. Marchand (1969: 146) gives the historical fom of be- as an unstressed 

foxm of the part..de by, with the consequence that one of the functions of this prefix in OE 

was to provide a locative sense such as 'by, about or around'. However, the more usual 

meaning of be- prefixed verbs is iisted as 'make (in@ --' or 'fumish. cover, etc. with -- ' . 
Listed in (17) is a representative sarnple of denominal and deadjectival verbs denved by be- 

prefixation. 



(17) Verbs Derived h m  be-; 

A: becalm, bedim, befoul, belittle, benumb, ... 
N: becloud, becripple, bedew, beflag, beflower, k f o g  , befool, befiiend, 

kgrime, beslave, ... 

en-, on the other hand, is listed as originating from Middle English loms from French 

(Marchand (1969:162), with the predominant meanings 'put in --', 'rnake into --' or 'wrap 

in, wrap up'. Consider the exarnples listed in (18). 

(1 8) Vabs Deriveci h m  en-; 

A: enable, enfeeble, engross, enlarge, ennoble, enrich, ensure, ... 

N: encage, encarnp, encase, enchain, encircle, endanger, engulf, 

enmesh, enrage, enshrine, ensnare, entomb, envision, ..- 

One property that is shared by en- and be-, but not by the suffixes discussed above, is the 

fact that these prefixes also atiach to verbal stems. This property is illustrateci in (19). 

(1 9) en-/be- Verbs with Verbal Stems; 

be-: bedabble, dedash, bedaub, bedazzle, befuddle, beslobber, besmear, .. . 

en-: enclose, enforce, entangle, encapsulate, embrighten, enliven, ... 

Thus, while the subcategorization h e  of the en-lbe- verbal prefixes specifies that these 

elernents may amch to V stems as weU as A and N stems, the subcategorization frame of 

the suffixes -ifLl-ize specifies that these elements attach only to A and N stems. 



1.2.3 Zero-Derived Verbs 

Zero derivation (or conversion) is a word foxmation process in which there is a change in 

the function of a stem, but no correspondhg change in fonn, thai is, unlike overt 

affkcation, there is no morphology to indicate that a derivation has occurred Questions 

conceming how to characterize this type of word foxmation has instigated widespread 

discussion, and several different approaches have been espoused in the fiterature. Many 

researchers conceive of zero derivation as the creation of a new lexical item by the 

concaîenation of a phonologicaüy nul1 or "zero affix" analogously to overt affixation. This 

position is clzarly outlined by Marchand (1969), who notes: 

If we compare such derivatives as legalize, narionalize, sterilize with vbs like clean, 

dkty, titiy, we note that the syntactic-sernantic pattern in both is the same: the adjectives 
are aanspsed into the category 'verb' with the meaning 'maice, render, clean, dirty, 
tidy ' and 'make, render, legal, national, sterile' respectivley . In the fegalize-group, the 

content element is expressed by the overt morpheme -ize while in the clem-group the 

same content eIernent has no counterpart in phonic expression. As a sign is a two-facet 
linguistic entity, we Say that the derivational morpheme is (phonically) zero mked in 

the case of clean 'rnake dean'. We speak of zero-derived deadjectival verbs. 

(Marchand (1 969:359)) 

The postulation of zero morphemes has, however, been accused of king unjustified and 

not well-motivated. One of the major arguments accrued against the zero a.& anaiysis is 

the problem noted by Pounder (ms.), that "one could end up with a proliferation of 

possible zeros", b t h  on the formai level as weil as the semantic level. mat is, zero 

morphemes could take the fonn of either prefixes or suffixes, and as weil, each 

phonologicdy nuil semantic relation would also have to be represented by a unique zero. 

Furthemore, observes Pounder, given that the assurnption of a zero affix is based on 
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parallek to ovext afhation. then, zero affixes involving semantic relations which have no 

such overt parallel must be ded out The problem of formulahg a pRcise charactenzation 

of this morphological strategy is ongoing (for further discussion of this @pic cf. Marchand 

(1969). Beard (1986), Pounder (rns.), Lieber (1992) and Hale and Keyser (1993)). We do 

not discuss this issue M e r  here, although we will suggest a structural analysis of zero 

denved verbs in Chapter Four. 

In section 1.2.1 above, we noted that, while there rnay be some variation in the g e n d  

meaning of -ifyl-ize verbs, their primary sense seems to be 'to make or do'. Similariy, we 

noted in 1.2.2 that 'make Cinto) --' is listed as one common intefpretation of en-lbe- denved 

verbs. The semantic classification of zero-derived verbs, in cornparison, seems to be much 

more general in its scope. In their analysis of zerodenved denominal verbs, for exampie, 

Clark and Clark (1979) i d e n e  the following categories based on the role that the parent 

noun or stem plays in the eventS 

(20) 

IX)CATION: 

MJRATION: 

A- 

GOAL: 

INSI'RUMENT: 

butter, carpet, cover, name, pain& saddle, salt, stamp, water, ... 

bank, box, cioset, jail, land, pot, shelter, string, ... 
holiday, summer, winter. vacation, ... 

butcher, model, referee, tutor, waitress, .. . 

braid, bundle, coil, cube, knot, group, wrinkle, ... 
drill, glue, hammer, mop, paddle, shampoo, trap, ... 

' Clark and Qark's classification includes two additional categories. EWERIENCER and SOURCE 
that are not included in (20). As C&C provide oniy a handful of verbs for these categories. 
we assume that they are not productive. Missing as well from (20) is a "left-overs" category 
that C&C refer to as MISCELLANEOUS. 
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Locatum verbs are those whose stem cornes to be in a location as a result of the action of 

the verb (to blanket the bed, is to 'put a blanket on the bed7), goal verbs are those whose 

stem denotes the goal of the action of the verb, that is, it takes on a particular shape, fom 

or role as a result of the action, and so on. It appears then that -ifyl-ize suffixation and en- 

/be- prefixation form primarily goal verbs and locatum/location verbs, while zero derivation 

is more it creates verbs spa~ ing  a wider number of semantic domains. kc ia l ly ,  

however, zen, derivation, lüce overt afkation, is e x m e l y  productive in fomiing 

denominal and deadjectival verbs, as shown by the following pairs. 

(21) Noun >> Verb Adjective >> V d  

blanke t (to) blanket clear (to) clear 

hammer (to) harnmer (to) thin 

1.3 Theoretical Background 

As noted in 1.1.3, our analysis of the meanings of derived verbs rests on the assumption 

that syntactic srnichire encodes event stmcnire information. Therefore, in this section, we 

provide a brief ovemiew of the semantic notions of aspect and event structure. 

1.3.1 Events and Event Structure 

It is necessary for us to operationally define what is meant by the notion "event", as the 

way in which events are conceived differs within both the linguistic and philosophical 

literature. Higginbotham (1985:555), for example, following a neo-Davidsonian 

fkamework, defines an event as "a position E [that] corresponds to the "hidden" argument 

place for events". This event argument is assumed to be represented in the thematic grid of 
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the verb (see also Kratl:er (1994)). We assume that an event is the action represented by a 

predicate and ail of the participants in it. Event structure is a decomposition of an event into 

a beginning point, a middie and an end. In van Voorst's (1988) conception, event sîructure 

is represented linearly on a tirne line wherein the subject Iaunches the event by perfonning 

the action denoted by the verb and the object temiinam the event by denoting its 

culmination. Thus, events are defined in terms of the entity that identifies the begirining 
. - and the entity that identifies the end. The former is the object of origin or acnialtzation; the 

latter is the object of temination. A maximally specified event (that inchdes boa the 

beginning point and endpoint) is illustrated scbematicaüy in (22). In a transitive clause like 

John built the house, the beginning point is identified with the subject and the endpoint is 

identified with the direct objecc the event of building is complete when there is a house. 

(22) event 

building 

Observe that this schematic represents the event linearly. It is not obvious on this approach 

how the information contained in such a representation would transiate into the syntactic 

configuration of sentences. Thus, more recent approaches to event structure have 

incorporated the insights of van Voorst into sûucauraI representations that demonstraîe! the 

eventive relationships of the verb and its arguments in a more transparent way (for 

example, Borer (1994) and Ritter and Rosen (1997)). We shaii return to a discussion of 

the structural representation of events in Chapter Four. 



1.3.2 Lexical Aspect 

The representation Ui (22) &es the structure of a maximally specified event However, 

individual events cm have different intemal shapes or contours. The rnanner in which an 

event proceeds is generally referred to as its aspect or aktionsart6 Aspect is a semantic 

term which refers to a range of phenomena conceming an event's interna1 temporal 

structure. It is distinguished h m  tense in that, while tenses serve to relate the time of a 

situafion described to the tirne of speaking or some other temporal referenœ point (as in 

past, present and future tenses), aspect describes propemes of the event itseLf - such things 

as whether the beginning point, rniddle or end of an event is included, whether the event is 

iterafive or durative or whether or not it has an inhmnt endpoim7 Since Vendler (1967), 

much of the work on aspect has focused on establishing typologies of lexical verbs. 

SUictly speaking, aspect is differentiated from aktionsah For example, Brinton (1988:3) 
defines aspect as 'the speaker's viewpoint or perspective on a simation' and aktionsart as 'the 
intrinsic temporal qualities of a situation'. The difference between the two notions is also 
sometimes referred to as grammatical versus lexical aspect or viewpoint versus situation 
aspect We use the term aspect as a cover term encompassing both aspect and aktionsarL 

While aspect is conceptually distinguished from tense, both aspect and tense play a role in 
the encoding of events and consequently interact with each other. For example, as noted 
by Brinton (1988), the simple present (which is usualIy discussed within the context of 
tense) has significant aspecaial properties. So, whüe we generally think of the event of 
"house-building" as king delimited (where the activity of building is necessarily temiinated 
when there is a house, as in (22)), the simple present tense sentence, John buildr houses, 
does not denote a delimited event The simple present is most commonly used to express 
States (Dustin loves Maggie), generics (Cows eut gras), or generai tmîhs (The sun rires k 
the East), situations that are a l l  ongoing or incomplete. Thus, events thaî are generaily 
conceived as delïmited can be modified by the choice of tense. While the contribution of 
tense is not insignificant, we ignore it for the purpose of our analysis of derived verbs as 
event affixes. 
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Listed in (23) below is the four-part classincation of verbal aspect Vendla proposes (taken 

fiom Dowty (1979) who develops Vendler's ideas) and some of the verbs b a t  are assumai 

to belong to each class.' 

(23) dspechlal Classification: 
States Activities 
h o w  run 
believe walk 
have swim 

A ccomplishments 
paint a pictm 
rnake a chair 
draw a circle 

Achievements 
recognize 
spot 
die 

ûur concem is prirnarily with the categones activiw accornplishment and achievement 

(Since s u s  are noneventive, we assume they have no event structure). The specific 

structures for each event type are given in (24) below (the vertical representarion is adapted 

fkom Pustejovsky (1991). the linear representation is van Voorst's). (24a) depicts an 

accornplishrnent An accornplishment is ofien thought of as a complex event comprised of 

a process plus a result (in which the result delimits the event) (Pustejovsky (1991)). Thus, 

in van Voont's terms, an accomplishment is a '"full" event in which both endpoints are 

specified. An activity is dehed as a process (for example, Vendler (1967), Dowty 

(1979), Verkuyl(1989), Pustejovsky (1991)), which is an action of indefinite duration. It 

is thus nondeiirnited (or in van Voorst's terrns lacking an object of temination). Illustrated 

in (24c) is an achievement, which is a punctual event that specifies a result but no process. 

mus, unlike accomplishrnents and activities, it has no duration). 

' Fundamental to the Vendler/Dowty classification is the assumption that these event types are 
maintained at the lexical level. It has long been recognized. however. that the aspectual 
interpretation of an event is often determined non-lexically. by the presence of aspectual 
particles. nominal arguments. PP goal phrases, or other linguistic material inside the verb 
phrase (cf. Brinton (1988). Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1988). Hoekstra (1992). Pustejovsky 
(1992. 1995), Temy (1994) and Ritter and Rosen (to appear)). We retum to this issue in 
Chapter 3. Our concem here is simply to provide a preliminary background on the notion of 
event structure. 



van voorst: 

a. Accomplishment b. Activity c. Achievement 

preess result process 
I 

result 

In sum, we assume that the structure of an event is detemwied by the participants that 

delimit it How much of an event is specified (for exarnple, whether it as has an endpoint 

or duration) determines its aspecnial propercies. An accom~lishrnent is a fully specined 

event that has both an initiation point as weil as an endpoint 

1.4 Overview of the Thesis 

1.4.1 Chapter Two: Against the LEXICAL A F ~ X  Hypothesis 

Ln Chapter Two, we examine the argument structures of morphological causatives derived 

by -ifil-ire affixation. We demonstrate that the syntactic arguments found in these 

constructions cannot be derived solely fiom the putative argument structures of the 

constituent parts. Hence, we argue against the lexicalist theories of Williams (1981) and 

Lieber (1992) who assume that the verbalizing affix sentes to add an extemal argument to 

the argument structure of the stem 

1.4.2 Chapter Three: The EVENT AFFM Hypothesis 

In Chapter Three, we analyze the aspechial propdes of-ifyl-ize affixed verbs. We 

observe that these verbs are saiking in bat, with very few exceptions, they aU denote 

delimited events. We argue that therefore the verbalizing affixes should be analyzed as 
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EVEW AFFIXES, elernents that conmbute event information, rather than argument structure 

information (as W m  and Lieber suggest). We f h d  some synmctic evidence for this 

argument in the fact that -ID/-ire affixes occur in cornplemenrary distribution with other 

aspecaial elernents in English, namely, the resuimtive parricle up and the prefixes en- and 

be- . 

1.4.3 Chapter Four: The Syntactic Representation of Evenb 

In this chapter, we propose a syntactic representation of event structure in which the affixes 

occupy the head of an eventive functional phrase in the syntax. Thus, the creation of an 

-iN-ize affixed verb is essentially the creation of delimited event structure. As delimitaiion 

is a property of syntactic phrase structure, then, we argue, so too must be the formation of 

delimited verbs. We then extend this anaiysis to account for the eventive properties of 

verbup constructions as weU as  the en-lbe- prefixed verbs. 

1.4.4 Cbapter Five: Extensions of Event Affix Hypothesis 

We conclude the thesis by discussing some of the implications of our proposal for a general 

theory of causative formation. We examine the syntactic representation of causative 

constructions in English in relation to Japanese in an effort to show that a constructional 

account of event intepretation may have a universal application. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Deriving Argument Structure: 

Against the LEXICAL AFFIX Hypothesis 

In this chapter, we provide a critical discussion of the LEXICAL~ST word formation 
theories of Williams (1981) and Lieber (1992), and show that the argument 

structure propercies of English derived verbs are problematic for these theories. W e  
conclude rhat the vwbakhg affixes are not specified in the same way thai laricai 
verbs are. 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

Central to most current investigations into word fomtion strategies are questions 

conceming the role of the derivational fi and its rdafionship to other elernents in word 

structure. Wirhin the genmtive hmework, iraditional approaches to EngLish verb 

formation assume (i) that the verbaliLing affines are isomorphic linguistic signs, and Ci) 

that gmmmtically relevant components of meaning are listed with the a f f i x .  Consider the 

following proposed lexical entry for -ize, 

-ize [ayz] 

semantic representation: causative 

snbcategorization: INA LV 
argument strucnire: N P , N P )  

(=(l) p. 163, Lieber (1 98 1)) 

The above represenmtion dictates that the affix -ize derives syntactically transitive verbs 

with causative sernantics. In this chapter, we argue that a conception of verb fomtion 
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semantics which relies on lexical representations such as that in (1) is unsatisfactory. We 

examine the argument structures of morphological causatives derived by -ifyl-ize affixation, 

and show haî the argument stnictures are not fmed, but rather are syntactically and 

semantidy variable. Given the conjecture that the &fixes are "meaningful" units which 

derive the sernantic properties of the verb (including its argument stnichire), one is forced 

to choose between two equaily undesirable strategies in order to account for the variation: 

either afnxal polysemy, whereby one affix is listed as having multiple functions, or 

multiple homophonous affixes are Listed. We propose a more econornic alternative -- that 

the affixes are semantically underspecified, with the consequenœ thai the syntactic 

arguments found in morphologicaI causative constructions c m o t  be licensed solely fkom 

the l e f i  assignrnent of thematic roles. The verbalizing a%, then, is not the semantic 

"head" of the denved word (at least not in the sense that has been adopted by such 

researchers as W i  (1981) and Lieber (1992)). This has implications for the theory of 

the lexicon and the sernantic interpretation of derived lexical items in the grammar. 

2.1 Traditional Approaches to Word Formation: 
The LEXICAL A F ~ X  Hypothesis 

As noted in Chapter One, many proponents of generative theory subscribe, in one foxm or 

another, to a lexicalkt view of word formation, which assumes a smct separation of lexical 

and syntactic infomtion (the LEXXXET ~ I S ,  h t  proposed in Chomsky (1970)). 

Individual proposais differ in the precise demarcation assumed between information 

contained in the lexicon and rhat which can be derïved by general (Le., syntactic) 

principles. Roponents of a "strong lexicalistl' hypothesis, for example, do not d o w  for 

any morphosyntactic relationshîps. On this view, word formation is an independent 

component in the lexicon with which the syntax cannot in~ract  (Lieber (198 1), W i  
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(1981), Selkirk (1982)). Roponents of a "weak lexicalisr" hypothesis place idiosyndc 

and unproductive relations in the lexicon, but aiiow for the generation of productive word 

fomtion (WF) relations by g e n d  syniactic principles (cf. Lieber (1992)). 

Fundiunentai to most iexicalist theones of word formation, though, are the notions, firstly, 

that derivational affixes are classified on a par with lexical stems (thus having al i  of the 

infoxmation specified in their lexical enmes that stems do), and secondly, thaî cornplex 

words have "heads" just as in syntactic theory phrases have heads. A verbalizing suffix 

like -ize then, is, on this approach, considereû to be a "bound verb" (Lieber (1992)), and 

furthemore, to be the head of the word (Williams (198 la)). Thus, the affïx determines the 

categorial and other information of the cumplex word (such as its argument structure 

properties). The preçise characterization of the word-head, however, has been the subject 

of some dispute amongst generative morphologists. 

2.2 A Strong Lexicalkt Approach (Williams (1981)) 

An advocate of the strong Iexicalist hypothesis, Williams (1981) assumes derivational 

morphology to be subject to exchsively lexical principles. Thus, while W i  presumes 

word structure to contain a head, he maintains that word-head identification is 

fundamentally different from p h d - h e a d  identification. He proposes that the syntactic 

head of a phrase can be identifid by the fact Bat it occupies one less bar level than die 

phrase. A morphologid head, on the other hand, must be identifiexi contextually @i 

Sciuiio and Williams (1987)), as the rightmost member of the word (viz. the Righthand 

Head Rule (RHR)). Thus, suffies, but not prefixes are heads, as only a s u f i  can 
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(generally) &tamine the category of a word.' a this view, new words are derived by 

morphological operations on argument structure. Verùalkzation is achieved by the addition 

of an extenial argument to the argument structure of the nominal/adjectival stem Argument 

structure is represented as a minimally-ordered list loçated in the lexicon, for which the 

thematic r0k labels O ~ @ Y  pr~posed by Gmber (1976) - AGENT, THEME, GOAL, SOURCE - 
are adopted. For example, the argument structure for the verb hi? is represented as foUows, 

with only the extemal argument (AGENT) distinguished. 

(2) hit: (AGENT, THEME) 

A£Eixation is seen as a rnorphoIogical d e  which alters argument structure. This alteration 

c m  take place in only one of two ways: either an existing extemal argument c m  becorne 

intemaiized or a new extemal argument c m  be added. Crucial to the mie of m a t i o n  is the 

assumption that the input stem or word has an argument structure, and ùiat this argument 

structure serves as the rarget for the word formation process. In the case of -ifi/-ize 

affixation, the a f f i  is assumed to add one argument to the argument smcture of the input 

word by the following d e .  

(a) Set the extemal argument of the input word "equal to" X in the output 

word. 

(b) Add a new extemal argument 

' Noted counterexamples to the RHR include the English prefixes en- and be- which appear 
to derive verbs from nouns and adjectives. Williams suggests that these elements are 
exceptional heads. In Chapter Three. we discuss an alternative analysis proposed by Ofsen 
(1993) in which the prefixes are attached to zero denved verbs and thus are not heads. 
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Because the input word is assumed to lexically select an external argument, the affixation 

process is represented as a two-step operation: the extemal argument is first intemahed., 

then a new argument is subsequently added. The execution of this d e  on an adjectival 

stem is shown in (4). 

Internalize Tbeme: 

modern* C m )  * mdernizev (A-, THEME) 

Here the adjective mo&m is lexicaily specified as selecting an extanal 'IHEME argument. 

As a mdt of -ize affixation, this THEME is demoted to htemd argument status, whereupon 

a new extemal argument, an AGENT, is added. Consider the fouowing pair of sentences. 

(5) a. The hous- is modem. 

b. WeAm rnodeniized the hou-,. 

The house in (5a) is the extemal argument of which the adjective is predicated, and is thus 

represented strucairally as the subject As a consequence of -ize affixation in the lexicon, 

the extemal argument is internalized (to be realized as the syntactic object), while a new 

extemal argument is added (to become the syntactic subject). Williams's analysis does not 

amibe a particular meaning to the a& itseIf (Le., it is not inherently listed as "causa9ve"); 

however, the aîdïx affects the compositional semantics of the output word by m o w g  the 

argument structure of the input. The semantic function of each argument is identified by 

the thernatic role it is assigned in the lexical representation of the predicate. It follows 

therefore uiat the meanings of the two sentences in (5) are related. (5a) speciifies that there 

exists a house and that the house is modem. (Sb) specifies that there exists a house and, 
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firrthermore, that some entity acts upon the house such that it becornes modem 

(pmphrased, be mo&rn] + [ x  cause y become modern])? 

In sum, Wüliams's analysis of word formation assumes a strong form of the lexicalist 

hypothesis in which -ifyl-ize fiation is viewed as a lexical operation on argument 

structure. The suffixes function as the word-head (and hence &Kt the argument strucîure) 

because they are the rightmost element in the word. 

2.2.1 Problems with Williams' Analysis 

While the assurnption that adjectives have an associated argument stmchire representation is 

relatively uncontrovusial, this is not clearly the case for nouns. Hence, a real problem for 

Williams' approach is Li the treatment of nominal stems. Consider for example the 

sentence below. 

(6) a* John, is a fooli. 

b. fool: @) 

Williams argues that nouns do have an extemal argument, labelled R for "xeferential". The 

coindexation in (6a) indicates that John is linked to the extemal argument (%) of fool, a 

relation he refas to as the predication relation. Thus, the extemal argument of fool is John. 

2 As show in (i). the operation of -ify &xation is identical to the -ize operation outiined 
above. (ia) can be paraphrased as [y be solid] and (ib) as [x cause y become solia. 

(i) a. The s t r u c n i ~  is solid. 
b. The builders,- soIidified the structu-. 
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Much like verbalizing the adjectival stem then, verbalizing the noun presumably causes die 

extanal argument (and its referent) to internah in order to allow for a new extenial 

argument. (7) illustrates how this works for the denominai verb fool. 

(7) a. John is a fool. 

b. Bill fouled John. 

The extemal argument of fool refers to John, so to internaik this extemal argument is to 

internalize John. A new extemal argument is then added to the sentence in (7b). 

2.2.1.1 Variable Semantic Relationships 

The problem is that the semantic reIationship between the verb and the intan- 

argument appears not to be preserved (as it was in the deadjectivai construction above, for 

example). While (7b) might be inqreted as BilZ made a fool of John, consider the 

exarnples in (8) and (9) below. 

Biii is a father. = [y afarher] 

John fathered Bill. # [x cause y becorne a father] 

Vera is a nurse. = [y a nurse] 

Darlene nursed Vera. # [x cause y become a nurse] 

At issue here is the functiond interpretation of arguments in the sentence pairs. (8b) does 

not mean that John tumed Bill into a father, (9b) does not mean that Dariene turned V a  

into a nurse. Williams's theory does not take into account these semantic distinctions. Ch 

his analysis, the argument of the base predicate receives a semantic role which is demoted 
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in the derived argument siruchue. Thus, the interna1 argument of the deriveci verb is 

expected to bear the same semantic relationship to it as it did to the nominal stem before the 

aûïxation process. However, in the sentences given in (8) and (9) it is the external 

arguments that bear the relevant semantic role (John is a father in (8b) and Dmkne is a 

nurse in (9b)). Clearly, the intemal arguments in (8) and (9) have acquired different 

semantic properties as a result of the conversion of the noun prdicate to a verb, suggesting 

that the relationship between the interna1 argument and the denominal verb is not the same 

as the relationship between the external argument and the base noun. Even more 

problernatic are sentences like the following. 

(10) a John doctored the results. 

b. Andrew ferried the children to school. 

c. Leah parachuted into the jungle. 

Ln these sentences, neither the intemal nor the extemal argument of the derived verb bears a 

referential relationship to the stem (i-e., the subject NP John is not a doctor in (102) nor is 

the object NP the results). 

Thus far, we see that Williams' analysis faces a serious empirical challenge from denominai 

zero-derived verbs like father, + father,,. As the foUowing examples illusuate, -ifi/-ize 

affixed denominal verbs pose a sirnilar challenge. Hence, the 'Intemalize X' operation 

appears to be limited in its application to deadjectival verbs. 

(1 1) a. The rose, is my apology,. 

b. * 1 apologized the rose. 

c. 1 apologized. 



(12) a. Foodi is energy,. 

b. *Bill energid the food. 

c. The food energized Bill. 

Assuming that the extemal argument @) of the predicate noun refers to, and is coindexed 

with, the rose in (lla), then on Williams's account, the derivation of apologize would 

mgga the internalization of this argument before adding a new one (and similarIy in (1 2)). 

However, in neither of the above exarnples cm the putative extemal argument of the noun 

internalizie and becorne the thing acted upon by the derived extemal argument (1 lb) is 

ungrammatical because the verb apologize never has an interna1 argument (cf. *John 

opologized Bill), and (12b) is ungramrnaticd because, although energize does have an 

interna1 argument, it is not related to the extemal argument of the base noun. Biil does not 

energize the food, d e r ,  the food energizes Bill. The ungrarnrnaticality of these examples 

suggests t h .  verbs derived from nouns via affixation of -ifil-ize do not intemalize the 

extemal argument of the base nom. 

2.2.1.2 Variable   di ci ty' 

Another argument against Williams' lexicalist approach concerns the adicity propdes of 

the derived denominal verbs. If we assume that nouns have an extemal argument to 

internalize, and affixation of - i ! - i z e  adds an e x m a l  argument, then the output of the 

operation shodd be a transitive verb, as the stem would have one argument and the a f f u <  

would also have one argument to contribute. The following data appear to suppon this. 

3 The adicity (or vaiency) of a verb expresses how many arguments the verb takes. For 
example, a monadic vert, takes one argumenl a dyadic verb takes two arguments, and on. 



(13) a. The man burgiarized the safe. 

b . Children everywhere heroize S uperman. 

c. Bill terrif ied/temrized JO hn. 

Unfortmately, however, the general transitivity pattern of -ifyl-ize affixed verbs is not 

consistent While the denved verbs in (13) are transitive, the verbs in the following 

examples are intransitive. 

(14) a. John empathized (with the victims). 

b. *John empathized the victims. 

(1 5) a. John apologized. 

b. *John apologized Mary. 

This is not what we would expect given what we have said so far. To complicate maüm 

M e r ,  some derived verb f o m  appear as either transitive or intransitive depending on the 

semantics of the argument(s) with which they occur. The following sets of data are a case 

in point4 

Individuai judgements conceming the use of these verbs may vary depending on how the 
event that is denoted is perceived. The judgements given in (16)-(19) conceming the 
technical use of wystafIize and ionise were provided by Dr. Penelope Codding of the 
Depaxtment of Chemism. University of Calgary. The judgements of a chemist are included 
here because a chemist makes finer distinctions in the event types denoted by this technical 
teminology that illustrate clearly how the adicity propenies of a verb are affecîed by the 
semantic propeities of the arguments that i t appears with. Simüar distinctions are made in the 
general vocabulary. 



(1 6) a. The carbon crystallized 

b. *The chemist crystailized the carbon. 

(17) a. The sodium chloride ionized in the water. 

b. *The chemist ionized the sodium chIoride. 

The verb crystallize, as it is used in (16a), is intransitive with a meaning roughly, [y 

becorne crystal]. As indicated by the ungrammaticality of (16b), it is not possible on this 

reading to transitivize it. The explmation for this fact rests with the referent of the 

argument, not with the interpretation of the verb itself. The event denoted by the sentence 

in (16) is one in which the substance carbon undergoes an event of crystallizing. Because 

of properties inherent to it, under the appropriate conditions, carbon will crys- 

spontaneously in nature (Le., it wiU undergo a crystabhg event without an extemal 

source to initiate it). In fact, carbon will only crystaliize spontaneously. It is impossible 

for an external agent, for example a chernist, to cause this event Hence, the verb 

crysfullize, when appearing with an argument iike carbon, can only be used intransitively 

and this is due to the inherent nature of the participant involved in the event. The same 

holds irue for the ionization of sodium choride, as indicated in (17). 

The examples below, however, depict just the opposite situation. 

The chemist crystailized the AZï. 

*The AZT qstallized. 

The chemist ionized the drug. 

*The drug ionized. 



In this case, the derived verbs are ail msitive with the meaning roughly [x cause y 

becorne...]. The (b) examples show that with these theme arguments it is not possible for 

the verbs to appear intransitively. Again, this can be explaineci as a consequerice of the 

sexnantic properties of the arguments. In (1 81, it is the chernical compound A2T radier than 

the substance carbon that undergoes the event of crysmIlizing. There is nothing in the 

nature of this compound, however, which enables (or requires) that it c r y s t a i k  therefore, 

it will only do so if an extemal participant causes the event. Thus, the avaïiability of an 

extemal argument depends on the denotation of the intemal argument. More generally, the 

syntactic pmperties depend on the event denoted, not just the verb." 

Now, it is reasonable to assume that the mot nomina1 crystal is the same in both sets of 

exarnples above (as is the root ion). The question then is, what of the affixes? Must we 

posit, for example, -ize,, -ire,, ...- ize, in order to account for the syntactic variability? 

This seems counter-intuitive considering that, for example, the action denoted by the verb 

crystallize is the same regardless of whether it is AZT or carbon that is undergoing the 

action. Put another way, there appear to be two verbs crystdlize, one transitive, the other 

intransitive. The roots are sernantically identical as are the derived verbs, the sole 

difîerence k ing  one of argument structure. Inasmuch as the denved verb foms are 

m e s e  sorts of adicity altemations m evidenced in non-denved verbs as weiL It has been 
noted by Ritter and Rosen (1997). for example, that the verb break appears in different 
syntactic frames depending on what is doing the breaking. Observe the gramrnaticality 
differences in the following examples (recail from the discussion of break in Chapter 1, 
section 1.1.2, that these types of alternations are preciseIy the reason given by Ritter and 
Rosen for assurning a constructional approach to event semantics). 

(i) a. John broke the vase. 
b. The vase broke. 

(ii) a. Heather broke her pmmise. 
b. *Her promise broke. 

(iii) a. *nie gods broke the storm. 
b. The stom broke. 
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sirnilar. however, it is not obvious that this argument structure difEerence warrants 

individuai lexical listings of each particular verbaliang a f f i x .  

2.3 A Weak Lexicalist Approach (Lieber (1992)) 

An alternative analysis of verb fomation is offered by Lieber (1992), who assumes a much 

weaka version of lexicalkt theory than does Williams. Rather than adhering to the Strict 

view bat word fomation is determinai by unique morphological d e s ,  Lieber assumes 

that both words and phnises are generated by one general set of pnnciples, that is, syniax 

and morphology are not separate components of the gt;immar. However, hers is still a 

lexicalist theory in that word smictures are assumed to project from the lexicon (in 

accordance with the Projection Principle). Listed in (20) are the most important 

assumptions and claims made by Lieber in her analysis of derivational morphology. 

(20) 
a. The lexicon lis& ail the idiosyncratic information about morphemes, both 

fke and bound (thus including lexical stems as well as denvational and 

inflectional affixes). 

b. The lexical entry of each rnorphcme contains a phonological representation, 
a semantic representation (LCS), and where relevant, an indication of the 

syntactic category to which it belongs, as well as a Redicate Argument 

Structure (which gives the rnapping between LCS and syntactic 

c. Bound rnorphemes M e r  speca theû morpholo~cal su bcategonzation. ' 

6 Rather than a simple listing of arguments. Lieber proposes a more highly articulated 
representation of semantic structure (cf. M e r  (1976). Hale and Keyser (1986, 1987). 
Rappapolt and Levin (1988). Jackendoff (1987. 1990). Carrier and Randall (1989)). On this 
approach. a distinction is made between lexical-semantic and lexical-syntactic relations, 
refemd to respectively as Lexical Conceptual Structure &CS) and Predicate Argument 
Structure (PAS). LCS decomposes a verb's meaning into substructures containing primitive 
predicates like CAUSE. GO, COME TO BE IN A STATE, etc.. whereas PAS contains ody an 
ordered Iist of the verb's arguments. 



As in other lexicalist theaies, the meaning of a morphologicaliy complex word is assmed 

to derive fkom the decornposition of the word into its constituent morphemes (stem + 

affixes). Thus, affixes are assumeci to have meaning in the sarne way as fidl lexical items 

do. Lieber's is a weaker approach, however, as complex words are presumed to be 

formed according to the principles of X7-constituent structure as weIl as a general set of 

Licensing Conditions which serve to fix the position of the heads of bth the words and 

phrases. Morphemes are inserted into unlabeIled binary-branching trees according to the 

information specified in their lexical entries. Category and other morphosyntactic 

information is then percolated up into the phrase smicnire in accordance with two primary 

percolation conventions. The b t  pertains to the pacolation of the feannes of the head 

morpheme and the second to the percolation of non-head features. The English verbahhg 

s d f k  functions as the head of the derived verb and will thus detemine its morphosyntactic 

features. The derivation of an -ify affixed verb. with the pexcolation of the categorial 

feannes of the head morpheme, is illustrated in (21). 

With Williams, Lieber assumes that the meaning of verbs derived by -ifyl-ize affkation is 

accomplished by an operation on the argument structure of the stem. The two approaches 

differ only in that, while Williams assumes the aftix to add an extemal argument (labded 

AGENT), Lieber assumes the to add a CAUSE predicate. This difference stems from the 

fact that, while Williams assumes argument strucaire to consist of a simple Listing of 

arguments that distinguishes only an extemal argument, Lieber assumes a more articulateci, 
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predicate decornpositional approach to argument structure (see footnote 5). On this view, 

variables in the Lexical Concepnial Structure (LCS) are linked to those in the Predicate 

Argument Siruchne (PAS) by a set of linking rules. Thus, the representafion for the verb 

put is as foliows. 

The LCS in (221) denotes an event in which an entity, represented by the variable x, causes 

another entity represented by y, to undergo a change in location to z. The three arguments 

(x, y, z) in the PAS in (22b) correspond to the three variables in the LCS. Specinc 0 - d e s  

are not necessary as the ordered argument array in the PAS is projected fiom the LCS. 

Crucial to this approach is the assumption that the primitive predicates thaî rnake up a 

verb's i n m a l  structure recur in the definitions of rnany verbs, and that different verbs cm 

share LCS representations and thus have sirnilar meanings (and, concomitantly, gmilar 

syntactic properties). 

The verùalizing m e s  -ifyl-ize are assumed to be bound verbs, having ail the properties of 

regular lexical verbs including lexical entries that specify syntactic category membaship 

and argument structure. A verbaiking affix is able to change the LCS of the base by 

adding semantic material. Such changes may then in tum give rise to changes in PAS. In 

other words, changes in argument structures are a consequence of semantic changes at die 

' The PAS is ordered such that the outennost or least-embedded argument is extemal, and the 
innemost argument is internai. 
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Ievel of LCS, and aü arguments in the PAS must be licensed by an LCS predicate. Lieber 

proposes the LCS and PAS representation below for -ize. 

(23) ize INA IV 
LCS: CAUSE x], [BE LCS of base]] 

PAS: ( x ( - 4  

(23) specifies that -ire ad& the semantic predicate CAUSE to the LCS of whatever noun or 

adjective it attaches to. This CAUSE predicate carries with it an argument position which 

in tum is mapped onto the extemal argument in the PAS of any verb fomed with -ire. The 

LCS of the stem, in effect, merges with the LCS of the affix to produce the composite LCS 

of the resuiting word. The examples shown in (24)-(26) beiow illustrate how this works 

for the sarne adjectival stem, modern, that was considered in (4) and (5) above. 

(24) a. The house is modem. 

b. They modernized the house. 

(25) modern: LCS: E,BE [,, y] [ s , , ~ ~ ~ ~ R N I ]  

PAS: O) 

(26) modernize: LCS: L,,CAUSE [,, XI, [,@ECOME [,, y], MODERN]] ] 

PAS: (x(y)) 

The adjective lexicaily selects the abstract predicate BE, which cornes with one argument 

slot (25). The addition of -ize adds the abstract predicate CAUSE, and consequently 

another argument, so that the resulting word has two arguments (26). Because the externa1 
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argument is linked to the CAUSE predicate, it is interpreted as the CAUSER (a fact fhat 

causes problems for Lieber's analysis, as we shali see). 

2.3.1 Problems with Lieber's Analysis 

Lieber's theory of argument inhentenœ has some f e a m s  in common with the argument 

operations approach proposed by Williams; both assume thaî the verbahhg anix operates 

on the lexically specified argument structure of the stem, with the end result that an extemal 

argument is added. The critical difference between Lieber and Williams is that, while 

WiUiams assumes a strict separation of rnorphogy and syntax, Lieber derives the propexties 

of words and sentences h m  the same basic principles of grammar. CNcially though, both 

are considered lexicalist theories on the assumption that affixes, like stems, are lexically 

listed with an argument structure representation, and thus. are able to function as the head 

of a word As a consequence, Lieber's analysis suffers the sarne problems as Williams' 

analysis. 

For example, assuming an argument inheritance approach to verûalllation, it is not 

imrnediately obvious how the semantic structures for denominal verbs are derived. 

Consider the following derivation for the verb hospitalize. 

(27) a. hospital: [d 
LCS: [, ] 

b. ize: INA ---IV 

LCS: CAUSE [n*g~] ,  P E L C S  ofbase]] 

PAS: (x(.. .) 



c. hospitalize: 

LCS: CAUSE [%, x], BECOME [,, ] 

PAS: (x) 

The representations in (27) point to a number of problems for the theory of argument 

inheritance as proposed by Lieber. While a noun has an LCS representation indicating 

aproxirnately what its meaning is, the LCS has no primitive predicate associated with it, 

and consequently no PAS. The lexical representation of -ize is assumed to always s p e  

a CAUSE predicate and an associated argument. The LCS that results h m  affixation of 

-ize to the nominai stem will st i l l  have only one predicate and consequently, only one 

argument Hence, the rnerging of the two LCSs does not lead to a correct representation of 

the meaning of hospitalize. There is only one primitive predicate available to project an 

argument into PAS. The representation above would require the verb to have the foliowing 

usage. 

(28) *John hospitalized. (=John caused a hospital to corne into existence?) 

Another problem for Lieber's analysis concerns the assumption that -la/-ize affhtion 

creates verbs of particular lexical sernantic classes. Proponents of sernantic class theories 

claim that verbs faU into identifiable classes based on shared meaning components, and 

shared meaning components lead to shared syntactic behavior. Levin (1993) identifies and 

catalogues a substantial nurnber of sernantic classes of verbs whose members share similar 

synmctic properties. For example, one class she identifies is the "Orphan Verb" class, 

which she defines as verts that cm be paraphrased so that the noun stem is a predicative 

complement of the vab make (1993: 184). 



(29) a. The accident orphaned the boy. 

b. The accident made the boy an orphan. 

The noun stem names an entity. So, presumably, verbaüzation en& the addition of the 

CAUSE predicate (with consequent argument) such &at (in rough semantic paraphrase) ly 

be an entity] + [x cause y be an entiv]. Some orphan verbs created by -ifif-ize e t i o n  

are provideci below. 

a. The iinguist vehified the noun. 

b. The iinguist made the noun a verb. 

a. Violence victimizes us ali. 

b. Violence makes us ail viçtims. 

However, as  the examples in (32)-(33) demonstrate, the meanings of the stem and fi 

alone are not sufficient to predict class mernbership. 

a. The thief burglarizzd the safe. 

b. *The thief made the safe a burglar. 

a. Jackson cannibalized the airplane. 

b . *Jackson made the airplane a cannibal. 

As in (30)-(31), the denominal -ize verbs in (32)-(33) are transitive, but the derived verbs 

do not have the same semantic interpretation. The meanings of bwglanze and caMibaiize 
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are "x act iike burgiar" and 'k an lüce cannibal", rather than "make x a burglar/cannibai". 

On this point, it rnight b countered that perhaps the verbs in (32)-(33) fonn a semanac 

class to the exclusion of those in (30)-(3 1). However, this seerns counter-intuitive, as the 

noun stems victim, cannibal and burglar, which al1 denote people, seem a betier choice for 

a dass membership (as opposed to verb and vicrim). Yet, verbs derived from these stems 

do not display a consistent pattern. 

2.3.1.1 - k e  and the CAUSE predicate 

There is an even more critical problem for Lieber's analysis, however. which stems from 

her assumption that the function of the verbalizing affix is to add a CAUSE predicate. 

Because they often form verbs with the meaning 'to rnake or do' ( ~ a l l  discussion in 

Chapter One, section 1.2.1). -ifLl-ii are somehes referred to in the Iiterature as 

"causative affixes" (for example, Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995)). Hence, it is not 

surprising that Lieber wouid spectfy such a component of meaning in her investigation of 

the affixes. Crucially, though, not al1 -ifil-ize verbs are causaave. Recaii the verbs given 

in (16)-(17) above, repeated below in (34)-(35). 

a. The carbon crystallized 

b . *The chemist crystallized the carbon. 

a. The sodium chioride ionized in the water. 

b. *The chemist ionized the sodium chloride. 

These examples demonsmte that the addition of a causer to the event denoted is explicitly 

d e d  out. Similarly, intransitive verbs like apologize (discussed in (15)) could not be 

adequately mated on Lieber's analysis. Hence, we subrnit that it is problematic to suppose 
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that the affixes specify a cause component Due to the inherent problems in both Williams' 

and Lieber's analysis, we f d e r  suggest that -ify and -ize do not contribute any argument 

structure infomtion to the cornplex verbs they fom. Thus, the fundamentai notion 

embodied in the lexicalist approach to word formation, that the suffixes are the heads of the 

words they create, conmbuting the fundamental semantic and synmctic features of the 

worà, is not borne out While we assume diat the lexical entry for the suffixes must 

contain information conceTning their subcategorization properties, Ge do not assume any 

argument structure information; -fi and -ize are not "bound verbs" in the sense suggested 

by Lieber (1992). 

2.4 Summary 

In sum, we have seen that - i ' / - ize  affixation creates a range of verbs exhibiting both 

syntactic and semantic variability. We have also no& that this variability seems not to be 

predictable h m  the semantic representation of the affix, c o n w  to what has been argued 

by lexicalist theories. Affixation does not create verbs of a pmicular adicity, neither dœs it 

create verbs of a particular semantic class. For theories which adhere to the cornplernentary 

ideas that 0) vabaüzing affixes detemine argument structure and (ii) arguments are 

projected fiom the lexicon, this is problematic and requires the postulation of multiple 

lexical listings for the verbalizhg affix. Thus, even Lieber, who rejects the smng form of 

the lexicalist hypothesis by adrnitting general principles to derive both word and phrase 

structure, is unable to account for the data The fundamental probiem of the lexicaiist 

approach is the assumption that the verbalizing affix has meanhg in the same sense that 

lexiwl stems have meaning. This assumption is derived from the suggestion, first put 

forward by Bloodield (1933). that there is a one-to-one correspondance between form and 
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meaning. Thus, each derivational affix is assumed to be biuniquely associated with a 

function. We have just seen counterevidence to this approach, however, in ternis of the 

variability in the argument structure propexties of -ijj+ize affixed verbs. 



CHAPTER THREE 

The EVENT AFF'IX Hypothesis 

In this chapter, we analyze the aspectuai properiies of -ifLl-ize affixeci verbs, 
observing that these verbs characteristicaiiy denote delirnited events in the sense of 

Tenny (1994). We suggest that, therefore, the most logical approach to take in the 
analysis of the affixes is not in t e m  of argument structure. as was suggested by 

the approaches discussed in Chapter Two, but rather, in ûmns of event structure. 

3.0 INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter Two, we demonstrated that the argument structure propemes of a cornplex verb 

in English cannot be derived solely from the putative argument structures of the constituent 

stem and &lx, that is, that the meaning of the whole cannot be neatly broken down into the 

meaning of the component pam. It appears, rather, that something else, in addition to the 

meaning of the particular morphemes involveci, contributes to meaning. In this chapter, we 

postulate that this additional component of meaning is syntactic event structure. We 

propose that -ify and -ize are semantically underspecihed R M ~ R  elements and thus are 

unable to conmbute any thematic information to the verb cornplex. Such being the case, it 

then follows that an -ifLl-ize verb and its arguments must get an interpretation by some 

other means. Building on the work of Ritter and Rosen (1943). we suggest that the 

arguments of the derived verb receive an aspectual interpretation h m  the role they play in 

the event denoted. Furthermo~, we clairn that the affixes function to conmbute the event 

structure that is necessary for this interpretation. Hence, we label them EVENT AFFIXES. The 

chapter is organited as follows. First, in section 3.1, we discuss the notions mcroR 

PREDICATE and aspectual licensing, as they apply to our explanation of -ifil-ize affxed verb 
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constmctions. In section 3.2, we discuss the notion of delimitedness as it is presented in 

Tenny (1994)' and highiight some of the tests that are comrnonly usai to identify delimiteci 

events. Then, in section 3.3, we use the tests discussed in 3.2 ta demonsirate that -ifyl-ize 

verb consiructions are delimited. We propose the m ~ m x  mmmsa in which we 

claim that the affixes contribute to the sernantic interpretation of the verb cornplex only 

insofar as they indicate the delirnitedness of the event. In section 3.4, we provide 

motivation for our hypothesis by analyzing the relevant derived verb constructions vis-&-vis 

the aspecnid particle up and the aspemd prefixes en- and be- in Engiish. We show that 

these elements have the same function as, and occur in complementary distribution with, 

the verbalizing suffixes. We then conclude our discussion in section 3.5- 

3.1 Functor Predicates and Aspectual Licensing 

So fa- we have concluded that a highly specified lexical sernantic representaîion for the 

verbalizing affixes -ify and -ize is unsatisfactory, as such a representation is unabIe to 

account for the variability in the daived verbs' argument structure properties. Therefore, 

in this section, we propose that the affixes are semanticaily underspecified in that they do 

not contain any thematic argument structure information. If the affixes are underspecified, 

then an alternative account must be given of how and where the arguments that appear in 

. the derived verb construction are licensed. We provide an altemative account by extending 

the complementary ideas of functor predicates and aspeçnial licensing, pustulateci by R i t .  

and Rosen (1993). 



3.1.1 A Preliminary Discussion of Argument Licensing 

Since Chomsky (1986), it is generally assumed that each elanent in a sentenœ must be 

licensed, in that it must be related to another element in the sentence by a general principle. 

This has corne to be known as LICENSING ~MEORY. Argument XPs are a s s d  to be 

licensed by Brole assignment, which takes place (or is detemhed) in the lexicon.' The 

following examples illustrate some of the possible 0-role relationships that can exist 

between a verb and its arguments. 

(1) a- John,, built the hous&. 

b. Sarah- kicked the b L  into the net-. 

In ment  independent work, Grimshaw (1991) and T e ~ y  (1994) examine a M e r  

dimension of argument interpretation. narnely, the aspectual or eventive dimension. They 

both propose that arguments may b a r  a-(aspecmal) roles as weU as 0-roles. While Tenny 

focuses on the role that interna1 arguments play in the structure of an event, Grimshaw 

concentrates on the role of the extemal argument. Compare the sentences in (2) below, 

illustrating some of the possible a-roles of arguments, with those in (1). Here, we 

combine the CAUSER label used by Grimshaw and the MEA~uRE and IIiERMINuS labels 

employed by ~ e n n y ?  

1 Wüliams (1980) dso proposes a separate licensing mechanism for predicates. which is 
adopted by Rothstein (1990, 1991). 
' See section 3.2 for hirther discussion of Tenny's use of the a-role labels MEASURE and 
TERMNUS. 



(2) a- John,, built the house-. 

b. Sarah,- kicked the b- into the n e L .  

Cmcially, a-roles do not replace 8-roles. As Temy notes, 

Aspectual role labels give us a very specific kind of information about the aspecaial 
n a ~ e  of the argument's participation in the event This informaiion is often 

subsurned in thematic role IabeIs, but thematic role labels themselves lack the 
precision in definition for there to be a perfect mapping fiom aspechial roles to 
thematic roles. 

(Tenny (199499)) 

One way to characterize this distinction is to Say that the themaîic dimension focuses on the 

action of the verb, while the aspectual dimension focuses on the endpoints of the event 

Thus, Bmarked arguments are entities that directly participate in the action (for example, in 

the case of build, the A G W ~  is the entity that bdds and the ~ M E  is the entity that is budt), 

whereas, a-marked arguments are entities thar delimit the event (the CAUSER is the entity 

that instigates the building event and the MEMURE is the entity that defines its endpoint). It 

is often the case that agent and causer refer to the same entity. However, as we discuss in 

the following subsection, the causer of the event may, in some cases, not be the agent of 

îhe action. 

3.1.2 Non-Thematic Arguments 

Ritter and Rosen (1993) are the first in the literanire to propose that not all verbs are able to 

assign 0-roles to their arguments (with the consequence that some arguments that appear in 
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the syntax are not thematicdy licensed). They analyze the English verb have and observe 

that this verb can have several different meanings in different contexts. In paticular, they 

note the contrast shown in (3). 

(3) a. John had someone repair his car yestenlay. John is a causer 

b. John had someone steal his car yesterday. John is an expenencer 

They propose a unified analysis of have in which they c h  that have has no independent 

semantic content; its v ~ o u s  interpretations, they argue, are derived from the syntactic 

structure. They cail verbs iike have, that lack a lexically specified semantics, FUNCIOR 

PREDICATES. By way of illustration, let us consider (3a). This sentence is an example of 

the periphrastic causative construction (also refmed to in the litmanire as the analytic or 

synîactic causative). It is fomed by the co-occurrence of two separate verb foms (in this 

case, he...repair), which constitute a complex predicate in the syntax. Ritter and Rosen 

(hencefonh R&R) demonstrate that the extemal argument in this type of construction is an 

indirect causer, and as such, does not participate directly in the adon named by the niain 

verb. For exarnple, in (3a) John does not engage in the action of repairing. What John 

does is instigate an event in which the car is repaired. Hence, John marks the beginning 

point of the cornplex event. R&R utilize a  van Voorst-style schematic to illustrate the 

addition of a precipitatinp cause or initiator to an othennrise saturated predicate. We provide 

the schematic representation of the predicate stmcture of sentence (3a), in (4) below. 

have + reput*r the car 



The participants involved in the event denoted by the main verb are the NPs Bill and the 

car. Bill is the participant that engages in the action denoted by the verb (Le., he is the 

agent of repair). Thus, R&R observe that the extra NP John is only indirectly involved in 

the repâiring event. Rather than engaging in. or being affected by, the action of the verb, 

John simply instigates the action and hence is interpreted as the event initiaior or causer. 

The function of have in this scenario is to provide the syntactic s&cture necessary for the 

insemon of the extra argument. CruciaIly then, this argument must be pst-lexical as it is 

interpreted solely by the role it plays in the event denoted. R&R propose that, ratha than 

king Bselected by the verb, indirect causers like the one depicted in (4) are a-selected by 

the event Thus, while most arguments b a r  both 0-roles and a-roles (cf. (1) and (2)) ,  

some arguments bear only a-roles. 

3.1.3 -ifyl-ire as Functor 

We extend Ritter and Rosen's analysis of have to the verbalizing a f i e s  - i fy  and 4ze. We 

propose that like have, -ifi and -ire are semanticdy underspecified functor elements that 

contain no argument structure information, and thus, are unable to assign thematic roles in 

the lexicon. Let us tnRefly reconsider the argument structure facts discussed in Chapter 

Two in light of this new proposal. 

We noted that in the case of adjectives (which are assumed to lexicaily select an e x t d  

argument), the affîix appears to add a new argument, while at the same tirne, demoting an 

existing argument to interna1 argument position. The relevant example is v t e d  below in 

(5 )  



(5) a. The hou- is modem. 

b. We- modemized the h o u s e , .  

Such cases are not problematic for the lexicalist theories of Williams (1981) and Lieber 

(1992), who assume that the affix adds an extanai causer argument However, in sorne 

instances, the a .  does not appear to add any arguments, as iilustrated in (6) and (7). 

(6) a. The egg yok was solid. 

b. The egg yok solidifid 

In (7) the affuc does not function to add an argument, but simply changes &-BE] to 

[,dECOME]. We postulate that in fact the affix never adds an argurnenc it has no 0- 

roles to discharge. If there are any û-roles to be assigna they are assigned by the lexical 

stems to their arguments. Hence, in the case of We modernized t k  house, the houe is 

thematicaiiy r e m  to the adjectival stem modern. nie extemal argument, however, is 

cleariy not related to the stem, nor to the a&. The a f i ,  we argue, functions to provide 

the wentive context in which the argument(s) can be interpreted. We is interpreted as the 

causer of the modernizing evenl as shown in (8).' 

It is not entirely clear at this point whether we also fwictions as the agent of modernize. 
however, this point is not critical for our analysis. What is crucial here is that the extemal 
argument is not a thematic argument of either stem or affix, and in the (potential) absence of 
a thematic licensing mechanism. is still able to receive an aspectual interpretation. 



8-roles: ~HÈME 
a-roles:  CAUSER MEASURE 

The NP argument the house may be thematically related to the adjective modern, and hence, 

may bear a 8-role (for example, mm). We assurne the argument We is a causer in the 

sense of R&R and is assignecl an interpretaàon based on the aspecnial role it plays in the 

event denoted. Crucially, the afnx itself does not add an argumenc it simpl y provides an 

event context in which an argument may be interpreted. 

This sarne anaiysis can be appiied to the denominal constructions as weU. The denominai 

verbs were a problem for both Williams and Lieber for the sarne reason that the intransitive 

deadjectival constructions in (6) and (7) were a problem. The variable adicity propemes 

manifested by the constructions were left unaccounted for. Some examples of transitive 

and intransitive denominal verbs are given in (9) and (10). 

a. Thecarboncrystallized 

b. *The chernist crysmllized the carbon. 

a. *The patient hospitaüzed. 

b . They hospitalized the patient. 
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We suggest that these constnictions cm be given the sarne treatrnent as the deadjectival 

constxuctions. The a .  does not add any arguments. It sirnply marks an event and in this 

derived ment context, argument NPs rnay receive an aspectual interpretation> 

Having provided a preliminary discussion of the underspecified nature of the affkes, we 

now turn towards a more detailed account of the kind of information the affixes do 

contribute. In the following sections, we present evidence t h  -ifi and -ize serve as 

markers of delimitation. 

3.2 Delimitedness 

The most cornprehensive discussion of delimitedness to date is provided by Tenny (1 994). 

Tenny defmes delimitedness as, "the property of an event's having a distinct and inherent 

endpoint in W (1994:4). Of the four VendlerDowty a(;pectual classes - 
accomplishment, achievernen~ activity and state -- only accomplishrnents and achievements 

are delimited 

(1 1) &eaual Classification: 
States Activities 
know run 
believe walk 
have swim 

Accomplishments 
paint a picture 
make a chair 
draw a circle 

Achievemena 
nonce 
spot 
die 

' We shaii consider the variable semantic and syntactic properties of both deadjectival and 
denominal verbs in more detail in Chapter Four when we discuss the syntactic representation 
of events. 
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For example, in the sentence John painted a picme, John perfoms the activity of painting 

until a picture is completed; the cornpletion of the picnire marks the endpoint of the event 

(in con- to a sentence like John ran, in which John can perform the activity of running 

for an indefinite period of time). Thus, the event denoted by paint a pictwe is an 

accomplishment Like accomplishments, achievements also have a definite endpoint. In 

the sentenceJohn noticed the mistake, the event ends once the mistake is noticed. Unlike 

accomplishments, however, achievernents are perceiveci as occuning spontaneously, 

without a specifiable activity or process that leads up to the endpoint 

The fundamental characteristic of delimited events is that they specify an endpoint. The 

endpoint is generaily associated with the interna1 arguments of the verb (cf van Voorst 

(1988)). Tenny describes the direct internal argument as the elernent thai 'measures out' 

the event. For example, the event denoted by the creation verb in (12a) is understood as 

progressing through various stages or increments of change and the home functions as the 

measure of that change. An indirect internal argument can also play a roIe in delimiting an 

event. In (22b), the event denoted by the change of location verb is seen as pmgressing 

through the displacement of the measure argument and the garage functions to terminate 

this displacement. 

(12) a. John built the house,,. 

b. John drove his car- into the garage-,-. 

These examples illustrate that both the direct internal argument (12a) and indirect intemal 

argument (12b) can function to delimit the event. 



3.2.1 General Tests for Delimitedness 

As a result of their aspectud differences, each event type listed in (1 1) can be dis~guished 

by the fom of tirne adverbial it can take. and by the entailrnents it has in the presence of 

c d  adverbial modifiers- 

3.2.1.1 in x timelfor x time 

The tirne adverbial$ in x tim and for x tirne are comrnonly used to distinguish between 

delimited and non-delimitai events. For exampie, 

(13) a. Johnpaintedthepictureinanhour. 

b. John painted the picture for an hour. 

(14) a. *John ran in an hour. 

b. John ran for an hour. 

The in-phrase is used to modQ the endpoint of an event Thus, it is compatible with 

accomplishrnents (13), but not activities (14). 

5 While achievements are also delimited, they cannot be identified by the same tests as 
accomplishments and must be treated separately. Hence. we postpone a discussion of 
achievements until section 3.2.2. 
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In (13a) John is undermod as performing the activity of painting for an hour, after which 

time the p i c m  is complete, thus ending the event. In (14a) John performs the activity of 

running for an hou ,  after which tirne he stops mnnuig, but, cniciaUy, there is no sense in 

which the event was necessarily terminated by the ateainment of a specified goal. As 

indicated M e r  in (13b), accompiishments rnay sometimes CO-occur with a for-phrase. 

However, the entaiirnent that resuIts h m  this modification is not the sarne as the entstilment 

noted for activities. Dowty (197457) States that, for an accomplishment $, if x $ed for y 

time, then at any tirne during y, x $ed is not me.  The event John painted the picme for an 

b u r  does not entail that the picture is complete, only that John decided to stop painting. 

For an activity, on the other hand, if x $ed for y t h e ,  then at any time during y it is m e  

that x @d. The event John ran for an hour does entail that John ran. This ciifference in 

enmilments can be explained by the complex smcnue of accomplishments as compared to 

the simplex stnictu.~ of activities (a distinction proposed by Pustejovsky (1 992)). 

(15) a. b. 

process result 
paint a picnue nuz 

A for-phrase always modifies a process. Thus, if it occurs in an accomplishment stucaiie 

like (lSa), it wili modify only a sub-part of the event; it cruciaiIy does not have scope over 

the resdt. If the for-phrase modifies an activity it modifies the entire event. An in-phrase, 

on the other han& always modifies a result. Thus, an activity (by demtion result-less) 

can never CO-occur with an in-phrase. 



3 -2.1-2 Aspectual Modifiers: stop, almost and finish 

The entailments of accomplishments and accivities also differ when appearing as the 

coqlement of the aspectual verbs stop and finish. or when m a e d  by the adverb 

almost. 

(16) a. John stopped p a i n ~ g  the picture. f i  the p i c m  was painted 

b. John stopped running. John ran. 

As indicated in the above exampies, if stop seselects an activity the entailment that ensues is 

thai the event denoted by the verb did occur. Hence, the sentence John stopped mming 

implies that John did perfonn the activity of ninning. However, if stop selects an 

accomplishment there is no such entailment If John stopped painting the picture, it is not 

necessarily the case diat a picture has been painted, only that John stopped the activity of 

painting. Similarly, when modified by the adverbial almost, activities and 

accornplishments have different entailments. AImost can rnow either a process or a 

result Therefore, because of the cornplex nature of its event type, an accomplishment has 

two possible entailments when occming with this adverbial. Ln example (17a) below, if 

aimost rnodines the process part of the event, then the r e s d ~ g  entaiiment is that John did 

not begin painting (Le., John almost began to paint, but did not). In the same example, if 

almast modifies the result part of the event, then the entailment is that John aùriost 

wrnpleted the painting of the pictwe. On the other hand, for the activity in (17b) (which 

comprises only a process) if John almost ran, there is only one possible entaiùnent and that 

is that John did not begin the nrnning event 



(17) a. John aimost painted the picaire. John did not begin painting 
* John did not complete the picaire 

b. John almost m. John did not begin ruMing. 

Wre the in-phrase discussed above, the aspecnializerfinish focuses on the endpoint or 

cessation of an event (Brinton (1988)). Hence, it too can be used as an indicator of 

delimitation. As activitiies are not delimited they are not as felicitous with this verb. 

Accomplishrnents, however, can be modified by finish, as they do specify an endpoint 

Consider the following examples. 

(18) a. John finished painting the pictme. 

b. ?Johnfuiishedrunning. 

In (1 8a), the event of painting a p i c m  is inherently specified for an endpoint and thus able 

to be modifiai by finish (the entailment is that the picture is completed), but in (Nb) the 

activity of ninning is indefinite and is not as felicitous withfilsh. 

3.2.2 Distinguisbing Achievernents 

In the preceding subsections, we sumrnarized some of the cornmon tests for disîkguishing 

activities (non-delimited) aom accomplishments (delimiteci). R e d  now that achievements 

are a b  delimited. However, they are generally not amenable to the tests so far discussed. 

Achievernents are conceived of as events that have an endpoint, but lack duration. In othg 

words, it is the resdt without the process. Because of this nondurative, "spontaneous" 
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denotation, the for-phrase, which modifies a process, is not felicitous with an achievement, 

as Uustrated in (19). 

(19) *John noticed the mistake for 5 minutes. 

(20) indicates th* like accomplishments, achievements may be modified by an in-phrase. 

(20) John noticed the mistake in a few minutes. 

(or) It took John a few minutes to recognize the mistake. 

However, the entailrnents are not the same for achievements as they are for 

accornplishments. For an accomplishrnent, if x $ed in y tirne. then it is m e  that during y 

tirne, x @ù (hence, if John painted the picmre in un how, it is true that during that hour 

John was painting a picnue). For an achievement, if x @ed in y tirne, it is not m e  that 

during that tirne x @xi (for exarnple, John noticed the mistake in five minutes does not 

imply that during those five minutes John noticed the mistake, only that it took five minutes 

for John to achieve the result of noticing). 

Furthemore. as illustrated in (21) and (22) below, achievernents cannot occur as the 

complements of eitherfinish or stop (the laaer is only possible on an iterative reading, in 

which the event is interpreted as occming repeatedly). 

*John finished noticing the mistake. 

*John stopped noticing the rnistake. 



Because the smcture of an achievernent lacks a durative or process component, it is best 

modifïed by a punctual adverbial, as in (23). 

(23) John notiçed the rnistake immediately. 

In surn, the primary ciifference between an achievement and an accomplishment is that, 

whiIe an accomplishment is a complex event consisting of a process plus a resuit, an 

achievernent consists of only the result and thus lacks dura t i~n .~  In section 3.3, we will 

demon- that -ifll-ize verbs are aii delUnited (Le., they are a l i  either accomplishrnents 

or achievements), but first we provide evidence that delimitation is a property of a predicate 

in the syntax. It need not be lexicaily specified with the verb, as the aspeçtual classes listai 

in (1 1) would seem to suggesr. 

3.2.3 Syntactic Delimiters: verb particles and resultative phrases 

It has long been recognized that the aspectud interpretahon of an event is affecteci by the 

presence of linguistic material inside the VP. For exarnple. consider the sentences in (24) 

below. 

(24) a. John m. 

h u ~ e  bill. b. John ran w a 

c. John tan hirnself r a d -  

However, as Tenny notes, duration is a relative term and therefore the Line between 
accomplishment and achievement is not always clear. 



(25) a. John harnmered the nail. 

b. John hammered f ie  nail in. 

c. John hammered lhe point home. 

The event denoted by the verbs run and hmnmer in (24a) and (25a) are advities, as 

indicated by the fact chat they mke a for-phrase, but are infelicitous with an in-phrase. 

(26) a. John ran for an hourPin an hour. 

b. John hammered the naiI for five minutePin five minutes. 

However, this aspecaid classification c m  be shifted from an activiây to an accornplishment 

by the addition of a verb particle (24b)-(25b) or resultaave secondary predicate (24~)-(2%). 

That the eventuality denoted has become delimited is uidicated by the fact that they are 

felicitous with an in-phrase, as shown in (27). 

(27) a. John ran up a huge bill in an hour. 

b. John hamrnered the point home in an hour. 

In traditionai lexicalist theory, this fact is explahed as k ing  the result of a lexical process 

that allows verbs to switch tiom one lexical semantic cIass to another.' However, as has 

ken noted by Tenny (1994) and Ritter and Rosen (1997) among others, although a 

delimiting argument is aiways internal, not dl intemal arguments are delimiters. In 

' Cf. Levin and Rapport's (1988) theory of Lexical Subordination or Rappaport Hovav and 
Levin's (1997) theory of Free Composition. They claim that a lexical activity can become a 
syntactic accomplishment by the addition of an argument which can serve as a measure or 
terminus for the event (but that an accomplishment cannot be tumed into an activity by an 
analogous pmcess). 
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sentence (25a) above, the event is an activity even though the verb takes an internai 

argument Furthemore, the sentences in (28) below are ambiguous between an 

accomplishment and activity reading, as indicated by their CO-occurence with either an in- 

phrase or a for-phrase. 

(28) a. Jane brushed her hair for an hourrm an hour. 

b. John swept the floor for an hour/in an hour. 

Finally, many verbs may be interpreted as either delirnited or not dependhg upon die 

semantic propemes of the intemal argument they occur with, as indicated by the foUowing 

contrast. 

(29) a. Bill play& the piano for an hour/*in an hour. 

b. Bill phyed the sonata for an hourfm an hour. 

In (29a), the NP argument the piano cannot be interpreted as an event measure, whereas the 

sonafa in (29b) can. These exarnples demonstrate that the aspectual class of the predicaîe is 

not fixed by the lexical properties of the verb; it depends in part on the nature of otha 

material thaî appears in the verb phrase. In particular, delimitation is not solely a lexical 

property of the verb. In the next section, we examine the aspectml properties of -ifyl-ize 

affixed constructions using the entailment tests just discussed. (We r e m  to a discussion 

of aspectual pamcles in section 3.4.) 



3.3 An Aspectual Analysis of -ify/-ke Affixed Verb Constructions 

Having determineci the functional naMe of the affixes, and d&ed the essential 

components of delirnitedness (providing the necessary tests that help identify delUnited 

events), we now tum to an aspectual analysis of -fi/-ize afnxed verbs. 

3.3.1 The Data 

Verbs denved by -ifil-ize affixation demonstrate a fairly wide range of properties. 

Consider the sentences in (30) below. 

(30) a. The Egyptians mumrnified the body of King Tut 

b. The actor memorized his hes .  

c . The carbon crystaliized. 

d. John realized his mistake. 

e. Heather apologized 

At first glance, these appears to be no prima facie semantic reason for considering these 

verbs together as representative of a single unifying process. The events they denote may 

name a change of state or a change in location; the subject rnay be an experiencer or ,a  

causer; the verb may be transitive or intransitive. The one thing they do have in comrnon, 

however, is that the events they denote are a i i  delirnited. Delirnited events are charanerized 

as having an inherent endpoint and, as noted by Tenny, in a prototypicd ûansitive 

sentence, this endpoint is provided by the intemal argument of the verb. In this section, we 

show that the intemal arguments of -ifil-ize affixed verbs confom to Temy 's definition of 

delimiting arguments. 



The sentences in (30a) and (30b) exernpw the canonical accornplishment They are 

repeated below in (31) and (32), dong with their semantic paraphrases. 

a. The Egyptians mummifïed the body of King Tut 

b. [x cause y be mummy] 

a. The actor memorized his lines. 

b. [x cause y be in memory] 

For each event, an entity x engages in an activity or process which has an effect on another 

entiq y, such that y undergoes a change of state or location. It is the cornpletion of this 

change that terminates the activity of x, thereby delimiting the event For example, the 

intemal argument the body of King Tur in (31a) dehmits the event of mummification by 

progressing through meaurable degrees of change until it reaches a stage where it has 

aquired the propemes of a mummy, at which t h e  it cm be said that the event has k e n  

accomplished. 'Ihat the event is deIirnited can be demonstrated by employing the for x 

thel in x time test. 

The Egyptians rnummifkd the body of King Tut in an hour/for an hour. 

The fact that the U1-phrase, which modifies the endpoint of the event, is compatible with the 

evenmality referred to in (33) confirms that the event is delirnited. The examples below 

m e r  demonstrate the delimitededness of the event. 



(34) a. The Egyptians stopped murnmifjing the body. 
f) the body was mUmmified 

b. The Egyptians finished rnurnrn8ying the body. 

Moreover, included in the meaning of a delùnited verb is an endstate that cm often be 

expressed as an adjective. 

(35) The Egyptians mummified the body. 

The body is (completely) murnmified. 
The r n u m e d  body. 

Applying the aspecnial tests to the verb rnemorize in (32) reveals that it too is delimiteci 

Consider the exarnples below in (36). The event referred to is one in which an entity (the 

lines) cornes to be in a location; the event of mernorizhg is complete when the lines are 

committed to mernory. 

(36) a. The actor memorized his lines in an hourlfor an hour. 

b. The actor finished mernorizing his hes. 

c. The actor stopped memorizing his lines. 
fi The lines were mmiorued 

That -ifLl-ire afnxation is best described in aspectud terms has k e n  noted by Rosenberg 

(1995). She claims that -ifil-ize affïxed verbs belong t the lexical aspectual ciass of 

accomplishments, whereas zeroderived verbs are activities. She provides the following 

exarnples to illustrate this point 



. . - - ne Ai5xation; 

a. John crystalfized the solution. 

b. Satan dernonized the c Md- 

(=(%)-(60) p. 59, Rosenberg (1 995)) 

(38) 
. . 

o Denvabon; 

a. John hammered the nail. 

b . John refereed the basketball game. 

(=(53)-(54) pp. 56-57, Rosenberg (1995)) 

Fundamental to Rosenberg's analysis is the assumption that zero derivation and -ifyl-ize 

affixation are two different verb-forming processes, and that this accounts for the semantic 

differences between the two derived verb types. However, denved verbs cannot always be 

classified as accomplishment or activity based on the word-formation process used to 

derive them In the following subsection, we demonstrate that not ai l  -i@-ize affixed verbs 

an accomplishments, some are achievements. This fact supports our proposal that -ifyl-ize 

verbs are delimiteci.' We show that the problem with Rosenberg's analysis lies in her 

assurnption that derived verbs belong to particular lexical aspecnial classes. 

3.3.3 Achievements 

R e d  that achievernents differ from accomplishments in that they specify only the 

delimiting resuit Lacking a process subevent, they are perceived as occmhg 

- - - - 

* In Chapter Four, we further demonstmte that not a i l  zero-derived verbs are activities. 
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spontaneously. The event denoted in sentence (30d), repeated here in (39), is an ewmple 

of this. 

(39) John realized his mistake. 

Although th= is no real measurable process that John goes through in the event of 

realization, the event does neveRheless have a teminus or result -- John delunits the event 

by undergohg a mental change of state in which a mistake becornes real in his min& 'Ihe 

delimitedness of the event denoted is indicated by applying the aspectual tests, as in (40). 

(40) a. John realized his mistake immediately. 

b . *John realized his rnistake for an hou. 

c . *John finished realiting his mistake. 

d. *John stopped realizing his mistake. 

These examples demonstrate that reo[ize is an achievement It cannot occur as the 

cornplement of eitherfiish or srop , as indicated in (40c) and (ad) ,  nor c m  it be modified 

by the process time adverbial (39b). It can, however, be modifieci by the p u n d  

adverbiai immedLately (Na), indicathg that in some cases @/-ire e t i o n  mua create 

achievements. Even more compelling are derived verbs that exhibit variable aspectual 

properties, as shown in (41) and (42) below. 

(41) a. The fariner fertiiïzed his field in an hourlfor an hou-. 

b. The fanner stopped fertilizing his field. 

c . The fanner finished fertilizing his field. 



(42) a. The sperm fertilized the egg *for an hour/?in an hourfLmmediately. 

b. *The spem stopped fertil-g the egg. 

c. *The spem finished fertüizing the egg. 

The verb in the first set of examples denotes an accomplishment, as indicated by the 

entailment tests. The sarne verb in the second set of examples denotes an achievement 

These exarnples provide further evidence for the fact mentioned in section 3.2.3 that the 

aspectual classification of an event is detemiined, not by the lexical semantic properties of 

the verb alone, but by the syntactic predicate - the verb and the other elernents in the VP. 

The aspecnial interpretation of fed1ize depends upon the intemal argument it appears with, 

fertilize the egg versus fertilize the field. In the first case, the intemal argument the egg 

cannot be partially fertilized; there is no measurable process that an egg goes through when 

it becomes fertilized A field, on the other hand, cm be partiaily fertilized; for example, a 

farmer cm fereilize only half of his field. Hence, fenilize the field denotes both a process 

and a result This observation is not captured by Rosenberg's assumption that -ifyl-ize 

affixed verbs belong in a particular lexical semantic cIass. 

3.3.4 Derived Intransitive Verbs 

So far we have dealt only with transitive verbs whose grammatical object delirnits the event 

by providing the necessary measure, However, not ail -ifil-ize verbs are transitive, as 

illustrated by the foiiowing. 

(43) a. The carbon crysmllized 

b . The cherry tree fnrctified. 

c. The egg yolk solidifid 
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In this subsection, we demonstrate that examples such as (43) are unaccusative, which 

means that the sinface subject is underIyingly a direct object, and hence is also able to 

function as a measuring argument. We first outline some of the properties of unaccusative 

verbs, as weii as one test that is comrnordy used to diagnose unaccusativity. We then apply 

this diagnostic to the intransitive -ijj/-ize affxed verbs. 

3.3.4.1 Unaccusativity 

Since Perlmutter (1978), intransitive verbs are generally assumed to subdivide into two 

classes, the unergative class and the unaccusative class. One well-hown fact about the 

unaccusative class is that the single argument of an unaccusative verb exhibits object-like 

properties, despite the fact that it appears as the subject in the syntax. This fact is most 

oftien atîributed to its syntactic configuration. Ir is argued that the underlying syntactic 

s m c m  of unaccusative verbs differs from rhat of unergatives in that, while the sole 

argument of an unergative verb is the extemai argument (a deep subjeçt), that of an 

unaccusative is an interna1 argument (deep object). The surface subject of an unaccusative 

is thus assumed to be derived via NP movement of the intemal argument out of the VP. 

The contrasting D-structure representations are given in (44) below (abstrac~g away from 

irrelevant detail). 

(44) a Unaccusative: 

IP 



One consmiction that is commonly used as evidence of, and a diagnostic for, the stmctuml 

differences depicted in (44) is the resdtative construction. LeWi and Rappaport Hovav 

(1995:34) define a resultative as 'an XP which denotes the state achieved by the referent of 

the NP it is predîcated of as a ~ s d t  of the action denoted by the verb'. As show in (43, 

this XP is typically either an (a) AP or (b) PP. 

(45) a. Billie drank the barre1 dry]. 

b . The patient bled [, to death] . 

One weIl-known property of a resultative phrase is that it is object-oriented, that is, it must 

be predicated of the direct intemal argument of the verb. It may not be predicated of an 

extanal argument For exarnple, in (45a), it is the barre[ not Billie that is dry. 

Furthemore, as shown below in (46), a resultative rnay not be predicated of an indirect 

intemal argument 

(46) a. 1 shot him dead. 

b. * 1 shot at him dead. 

Resultatives, then, because they must be predicated of a direct internai argument, are able 

d i s ~ g u i s h  unaccusatives, which have an intemal argument, from unergatives, which do 

not As the following exarnples demonsmte, unergative verbs cannot CO-occur with a 

resuitative secondary predicate (47), while unaccusative verbs c m  (48). 



(47) Unerative: 

a. *The fans shouted [, hoarse] . 
b. * Patti worked [, to the bone]. 

1 Jnaccusative: 

a. The patient bled [, to death]. 

b . The iceberg broke [, apart]. 

Fuuier evidence for the sauctural distinction is the fact that if a non-subcategorùed NP is 

added to an unergative verb, then it may occur with the resultative. Compare the exampIes 

in (49) to those listed in (47). 

(49) a. The fans shouted themselves hoarse. 

b. Patti worked her fmgers to the bone. 

In (49a), a false reflexive has k e n  added to the clause and in (49b), an expletive body part 

has been added. False redlexive and expletive body part NPs are a synmctic device used to 

provide the intemal argument necessary for the resulrative predicate to occur (Simpson 

(1983). Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1995)). As the examples in (50) show, neitha type 

of NP is a subcategorized argument of the verb. 

(50) a. *The fans shouted themselves. 

b. *Pani worked her fingers. 

Their sole function is to provide an argument which the resultative rnay be predicated of. 

In other words, they transfom a non-delimiteci event into a delimited one by adding a 
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measuring argument This strategy cannot be used in cases where an intemal argument 

already exists. Thus, unaccusative predicates cannot contain a false reflexive or expletive 

body part, as indicated in (51). However, as shown in (52), they readily accept a 

resdtative secondary predicate. 

(51) a. *The patient bled himself to death. 

b. *The iceberg bmke itself apan 

(52) a. The patient bled to death. 

b. The iceberg broke a p m  

This fact can be explaineci on the assumption that the surface subject of the unacfusative 

construction is in fact a derived one, functioning underlyingly as the NP object. In this 

confext, the resultative is licensed by the trace of this rnoved NP. ms trace also blocks 

inserrion of a non-thematic object such as a false reflexive or expletive body part). 

(53) a. The patient, bled 4 [, to death]. 

b . The iceberg, broke 4 [, apart]. 

3.3.4.2 Unaccusative -ifyl-ize Ver bs 

Returnjng to the verbs listed in (43). we can now demonstrate that these intransitive -ifil- 

ize affixed verbs are of the delimiteci unaccusative type by s u b j e c ~ g  them to the resultative 

diagnostic just discussed. As illustrated in (54), the verbs can occur with a resultative 

phrase. 



(54) a. The c&n crystallized into diamond. 

b. Theeggyolksolidifiedintoanrbbermass. 

That the event is rneasured out, is indic& by the examples in (55) - neittier a false 

reflexive, nor an expletive body part cm occur in the resultative. 

(55) a. *The carbon crystallized its molecular bonds into diamond 

b. *The egg yolk solidified itself into a rubber mass. 

The aspectual tests for delimitation further confirm that these construcbons are delimite. 

For exarnple, the faa that the verbs can be modified by an in-phrase suggests that the 

events they denote have an inherendy specified endpoint. 

(56) a. The carbon crystallized in a year. 

b The cherry tree fnrcafied in a year. 

c. The egg yoik solidified in an hom. 

Thus, we conclude that, like the transitive verbs discussed in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, the 

intransitive verbs derived by -ifLl-ize m a t i o n  denote delirnired events. The single NP 

argument serves to measure out the eventg 

9 Apologize: an apparent problem 

The verb apologize in exarnple (3ûe). repeated below, is also a derived intransitive verb. 
However, as the following examples indicate, this verb does not appear to be unaccusative. 

(0 Heather apologized. 
(ii) *Heather apologized to death. 
(iii) *Heather apologized (back) into his h e m  



In sum, we have made use of the aspecnial tests defineci in 3.2.1 to demonstrate that -ifyl- 

ize affixed verbs, both transitive and intransitive alike, denote deliniited events, either 

accornplishments or a~hievernents.'~ The individual affixes are classified in the literature as 

verbaliang suffixes because they mate verbs from nominal and adjectival stems. 

The grammatical subject is not the affected argument (cf. crystaliize and hwnidj i ) .  It 
denotes, not the object of termination, but rather the object of initiation. Thus, the verb has 
no interna1 argument to measure out the event. NeveRheless. as indicated by the entailment 
tests below. the event it denotes is a debiteci one. (The sentence Heather apologized means 
something like "Heather made an apology"). 

(iv) Heather apologized to John for an hourfin an hour. 
(v) Heather finished apologizing to John. 
(vi) Heather stopped apologizing to John. 

Further evidence that the event is delimited cornes from the fact that a measuring argument, 
such as a cognate object or false reflexive. cannot be added. Recall that events that are 
already measured out (delimited) cannot occur with this alternative measunng option. The 
examples below with the transitive -ifj+ize verbs illustrate this facL 

(vii) *John crystallized a beautifùl crystal. 
(viii) *John krrified an awesome terror. 

Thus. like other delimited verbs, the verb apologize is unable to appear with these optional 
measuring NPs. 

(ix) *Heather apologized an honest apology. 
(x) *Heather apologized herself hoarse. 

The behavior of apologize suggests that i t  is an achievement As the folbwing examples 
illustraie, it has an iterative interpretation when occumng as the complement of stop. and is 
not ambiguous with the adverbial modifier almost. 

(xi) Stop apologizing! 
(xii) John almost apologized. =, no apology was made 

(xi) Unplies thaî an apology was made a number of times. To stop apologizing does not 
enrail that an apology was left incomplete (cf. stop painting the house). or that an unbounded 
activity was ceased (cf. stop rwtning). It means that another apology was not made. This is 
an entailment of achievements. Therefore, we conclude that the derived verb apologize. like 
crystaLlize. hurnidifi and solidifi denotes a deiimited event 
10 One small set of exceptions to this general observation, consists of the verbs sympathise and 
empathize. As the following examples indicate. these verbs are not delimited. 

(i) a. * John sppathized/empathized with Bill in an hour. 
b. * John finished sympathizùig/empathizing with Bill. 

Because the interpretation of these verbs is quite different from the rest. it is possible that their 
meanings are lexicalized. 
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However, because these affixes fonn ody eventive verbs, specifically, delimited eventive 

verbs, we suggest that they be analyzed as EVEM m. We dehe  an event afEx as a 

morphologicai means of rnarhg delimitation; it contributes nothing else to the semantic 

interpretation. In the next section, we motivate our hypothesis by examining the behaviour 

of -ifyl-ize affmed verbs in relation to two other aspecaial markers in Engiish, namely, the 

aspectual particle up and the prefixes en- and be-. 

3.4 Motivating an EVENT AFFIX Hypothesis 

3.4.1 Event Affixes and the Aspectual Particle up  

In this subsection, we discuss English verb-particle constructions such as those in (57), 

which we argue provide one piece of syntactic evidence for our analysis of -ifyl-ize as 

event affixes. 

(57) a. The officer wrote up the ticket 

b . Monica looked up the number. 

c. The vandals slashed up my tires. 

One particularly siriking fact about these particles is that they are never used in conjunction 

with -fi/-ize a&ed verbs. We claim that the reason for this complementarity, is that -ifyl- 

ire and the particle z q  have the same function, to indicare the dehitedness of a given 

event Fit, in section 3.4.1.1, we present some of the basic synactic and semantic facts 

about verbpamc1e constructions. Then, in section 3.4.1.2, we discuss the relevancy of 

these constructions for our analysis of derivecl verbs. 



3.4-1.1 Characteristics of the Verb-Particle Construction 

VexbpartXce constructions, with their unique semantic and syntactic properties, have 

generated much debate in the linguistic literature for the past several years. One 

fundamental concem in rnany studies of the verb-particle construction is delineating the 

distinction between it and constructions that resemble it, that is, the prepositional object 

('pure' prepositions) and the adverbial prepositional phrase ('pure' adverbial) (for example, 

cf. Bohger (1971), Fraser (1976) Keyser and Roeper (1992)). One of the most definitive 

characteristics used to identify the verb-particle construction is the ability of the paxticle and 

the object to alternate in transitive constructions. A me particle can appear on either side of 

the object noun phrase, whereas a preposition can only appear before the noun phrase, and 

an adverbial must appear after the noun phrase. The exampbs below illustrate these 

distinctions. 

(58) Verb-Pam'cleConstructions: 

a. The officer wrote up the ticket 

b. The officer wrote the ticket up. 

(59) Prepositional OMect Constructions; 

a. Billagreedtothetems. 

b. *Billagreedthetemto. 

(60) Adverbial Constructions: 

a. *I left behind the books. 

b. 1 left the books behind. 
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Regarding true particleconstructions like the one illustrated in (58), a finrther concern exists 

in characterizing the semantic function of the particle, as weU as providing a syntactic 

account for the particle-object aliemaiion exhibited in (58a) and (58b). With respect to the 

sermtic properties of verb particles, there is a general perception thaî the patticle 

contributes something to the aspecaial interpretation of the verb." For instance, Bolinger 

(197 1), Kayne (1 984), Hoeksm (1988) and Aarts (1989) note that some particles have a 

'resultative' hinction. An example of a resultative particle is given in (61). 

(61) a. He ran the flag up. 

b. He ran up the flag. 

Bolinger states that verb-particle constructions like run up denote an action and at the same 

cime a result. For exarnple, in the sentences He ran up theflag or He rm theflng up, there 

is a sense in which the flag is run in an upwise direction and that as a result the flag is "up". 

However, it is also noted that particles do not always indicate a specific result. Consider 

now the following examples. 

(62) a. Monica looked the number up. 

b. Monica looked up the number. 

(63) a. The officer wrote the ticket up. 

b. The officer wrote up the ticket 

l' In Chapter Four. we develop a structural analysis of completive up based on our analysis of 
-&/-ize affixation. in which we address the issue of the particle-object altemation. 
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In the sentences Monica l&d the rider up and The omcer wrote the ticket up, there is 

no sense in which the nunzber or the ticket are "up". These cases are referred to by 

Bohger as 'perfectives' and by Fraser (1 974) as 'completives'. Brinton (1988) refers to 

this up as a marker of telic aktionsart used to indicate the endpoint of an action. She argues 

that it has no concrete lexical meaning, but conaibutes to aspectml interpretation by adding 

telicity or delimitedness to an otherwise durative situation. Sirnilarly, Deaison (19853'7) 

refers KI up as the Wctionsart particle par excellence", as it is the p&cle that occurs in the 

largest number of verb-particle consuuctions, and when used in the sense just desCnbed, is 

a 'pure and otherwise colourless completive'. We therefore lirnit our discussion to just this 

particle, and only in this completive or telic sense.I2 Such a particle c m  convert an activity 

into an accomplishment, as illustrateci in the following pairs of sentences. 

(64) a. Marion chopped the nus. 

b. Marion chopped up the nuts. 

(65) a. Jim folded the tent, 

b. Jim folded up the tent 

That the particle serves to add an endpoint or goal to the situation described, is 

demonstrateci by the entailment tests in the following examples. 

l2 Note that we are interested in just those examples of up constructions in which a delimited 
sense is imparted. There are other, idiomatic ways in which up can be used. which we do not 
discuss. Examples of these include make up (as in Sarah and Bill made up). and pur up (as 
in Sarah put up with Bill's overspending). We postulate that idiomatic particle constructions 
must be given a separate analysis. 



(66) a. Marion chopped the nuts for five minu&?in five minutes. 

b. Marion chopped up the nuts in five minutes/*for five minutes. 

(67) a. J i i  folded the tent for ten minutes/?in ten minutes. 

b. J i  folded up the tent in ten minutes/*for ten minutes. 

nie events denoted in the (a) examples are ambiguous between a delirnited and non- 

delimited reading the construction rnay be modified by either a for-phrase or an in-phrase. 

However, as indicated in the (b) examples, the addition of up sentes to enforce a delirnited 

reading, the particle construction rnay not be modified by the for-phrase. Thus, the event 

interpretation is no longer ambiguous. In these examples, the addition of the particle does 

not add specific meaning, only the sense of completeness or deliniitedness. 

Hoekstra (1988) dso recognizes the aspectual nature of such verb particles and proposes a 

small clause analysis for them He postdates that up functions as the head of a resultative 

secondary predicate, as follows. 

(68) a. Marion chopped [the nuts up]. 

the nuts UP 

One critical point to Hoekstra's small clause analysis of particles is that it is not possible to 

have otha complements besides the small clause complernent He cites the following 

examples as evidence for thi~. 



(69) a. The sleepers patted theix deeping bags [down]. 

b. The sleepers patted thek sleeping bags [flat]. 

c .  *The sleepers patted their sleeping bags [flat] [down]. 

(under the resultative reading of both flat and dom)  

(=(59) p. 164, Hoeksîra (1992)) 

Hoekstra's analysis thus predicts ihat resulratives cannot CO-occur with aspectual verb 

particle constructions, a prediction that is not borne out, as the following exarnples from 

Boiinger (197 1)) indicate." 

(70) a. Marion chopped the nuts up. 

b. Marion chopped the nuts fine. 

c. Marion chopped the nuts up fine. 

Hence, we conclude that, while the particle up in chop the nuls up does have an aspectuaI 

function, it does not (contra Hoekstra (1988)) head a resultative predicate. In the following 

subsecnon, we suggest a unified approach to compIetive up and the event afnxes -~fi/-iz. 

l3 Similarly, notice that example (69c) becomes grammatical if the particle (down) and 
d t a t i v e  va t )  are switched, as Uustrated in (i) below. 

(i) a. * The sleepers patted their sleeping bags flat down. 
b. The sleepers patted their sleeping bags d o m  flat. 

This contrast in gramrnaticality is puzzling on the assumption that both elemcnts head a 
resultative secondary predicate; both constructions should be equally bad. In Chapter Four. 
we develop a syntactic analysis in which the particle is positioned higher in the structure than 
the resultative. 



3.4.1.2 A Unified Approach to rip and -ify/-ire Affixation 

In this subsection, we show that aspeaual up has the same function as, and occurs in 

complernenîaxy distribution with, the verbaluing affixes -ifyl-ize. First, we examine pairs 

of derived verbs in which the sarne lexical stem may undergo either -ifyl-ize affixation or 

zero derivation. We show that, in general, when such pairs occur, the zerodenved forrns 

have a non-delimited interpretation, whereas the -ifjtl-ize affixed verbs have a delimited 

one.I4 We then demonstrate that for the non-delimited zerodenved verbs, aspecnial up can 

often be added to produce a delimited reading. However, up cannot be added to an -ijil-ize 

verb in a similm rnanner. Finaily, we show that -ifil-ize affixeci verbs behave like verb-up 

constnictions in that they can CO-occur with a resultative secondas, predicate. 

To kgin, consider the sentences in (7 1) below. These examples illustrate a pair of verbs 

derived by zero denvation in the first instance and -ize affixation in the second. 

(71) a. John motored down the highway. = activity 

b. John motorized the w heekhair. = accomplishment 

To motor &wn the highway means roughly 'a rnove dong the highway by rneans of a 

motor vehicle'. In this case, the verb specifies a mariner of travelling, but no intierent 

endpoint is irnplied. On the other hand, to mororize a wheelchoir means 'to provide a 

wheelchair with a motor' and in this case the event denoted does have an inherent endpoinî, 

" Note that this observation would seem to support Rosenberg's daim (noted in section 
3.3.2) that zero-derived verbs are activities and -ifr/-ire verbs accomplishments. However. in 
Chapter Four we will show that while zero derivation often produces aaivities, it does not 
always do so. and we wiii provide a smctural explanarion of this fact 
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that is, the wheelchair has a motor in it The different aspectual properties of the verbs are 

indicated below by applying the usual tests. 

a. John motored down the highway for days/*in days. 

b. *John finished motoring down the highway. 

c. John stopped motoring down the highway. John did rnotor down 
the highway 

a, John motonzed the wheelchair *for an hourfm an hour. 

b . John finished motorizhg the w heelchair. 

c. John stopped motorizhg the wheelchair. 4 John did rnomrize the 
w heelc hair 

The examples in ('72) illustrate that the event denoted by the verb motor is non-delimite& It 

cannot be modified by an in-phrase (as an in-phrase modifies an endpoint), it cannot occur 

as the complement of finish, and when occurrhg as the complement of stop, the 

implication is that the event denoted by the predicate did take place, an entailment of 

activities. The examples in (73) illustmte that the verb motonze is delirnited. It can occur 

with the in-phrase, as weil as the complement of finish, and, as with other 

accomplishments, when occurring as the complement of stop, there is no entailment that the 

event denoted by the predicate occurred These examples demonstrate that the same lexical 

item can sometirnes serve as the base for both zero derivation and -i@-ize affixaîion, and 

that in cases of -ifyl-ize affmation, the event denoted will be delimited Other examples of 

verb pairs bat manifest this alternation are provided below. 

(74) a. winterize (a vehicle) v S. win ter (in Colorado) 

b. vaccuumîze (the test tube) vs. vacuum (the carpet) 



c. weatherize (the decking) vs. weather (the stom) 

NondeIimited zero-derived verbs can often obtain a delimited reading by the addition of 

aspectual up, sometimes with the same or similar meaning as an -ifil-ize affked variant 

Consider exarnples (75)-(77) below. In each case, an adjectival stem is combined with up 

in the (a) examples and -ire in the (b) examples. 

(75) a. A quick meeting was ail that was needed to clear up the situation. 

b. A quick meeting was a l l  that was needed to c l w  the situation. 

(76) a. The omate furnishings fancied up the room 

b. The ornate furnishings fancfied the room. 

(77) a. The near-fatal accident sobered up Larry. 

b. The near-fatal accident soberized Larry. 

It is striking, however, that the -i@-ize affixed variants cannot CO-occur with the particle, 

as the following exarnples demonsirate. 

(78) a. *A  quick meeting was all that was needed to cl- up the situation. 

b. *The omate furnishings fancified up the room 

c. *The near-fatal accident really soberized up Lany. 

We argue that these data cm be explaineci by assuming that -ifyl-ize and up perform the 

same d e k n i ~ g  function, and therefore, occur in complementary distribution. Finall y, 

consider the sentences in (79) below. These examples demonstrate that -ifL-ire verb 
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constructions, like the verb-up constructions analyzed in section 3.4.1, can CO-occur with a 

resultative secondary predicate. 

(79) a. The carbon crystallized 

b . The carbon crystallized into diarnond 

W e  interpret these dual facts -- (i) that - i ! - i z e  and up cannot CO-oaw and Ci) that either 

cm CO-occur with a resultative - as evidence that the two types of aspectual elements have 

the same delimiting function, and hence, occur in complernentary distribution. In the next 

subsection we examine the aspectual nature of the English prefixes en- and be-, 

demonstrating that, as with up, these prefixes occur in complementary distribution with 

-ifil-ize. 

3.4.2 The Prefixes en- and be- 

Severai morphological studies have appeared recently conceming the stanis of these verbal 

prefixes (cf. for example, Scalise (1988). Lieber (1992) and Olsen (1993)). Some 

examples of these preaes are given below . l 5  

(80) a. [ f o d  > [be [fog,],,] 'to envelope in fog' 

b. [able,] > [en [able,],,] 'to make able' 

The critical issue in these studies is how to characteriz the prefixes. As was noted in the 

previous chapter (section (2.1)). rnany morphological theories now incorporate the notion 

l5 Similar analyses have been undertaken for the Dutch and German prefixes be-, en- and ver- 
by, for example, Wunderlich (1987), Hoekstra (1992) and Neeleman and Schipper (1992). 
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of 'head' in the structure of cornplex words. R e d  that, under Williams' (1981) Right- 

hand Head Rule (REIR) given in (8 l), prefixes cannot be heads. 

(81) Righthand Head Rule 
The head of a morphologically cornplex word is rhe righthand member of 
that word 

(Williams (198 1 :248)) 

The problem then, derives nom the observation that certain prefixes (iike those in (80) 

above) appear to change the lexical category of the bgse and thus function as heads. 'Ihis 

observation has Ied some researchers to posit a process of conversion to occm prior to die 

affixation of the prefix It can then be assurned that the prefixes do not change the category 

of the base. For exarnple, building on the work of Scalise (1988) and Neelernan and 

Schipper (1992)' Olsen (1993) proposes the following Verbal Base Hypothesis (vBH).'~ 

(82) Verbal Base Hypothesis 

(be-, en-) + [verb] 
( be-, en- ) + [ adjective] 
(be-, en-) + [noun] 

be-, and en- attach only to verbs. 

(Olsen (1 9939)) 

One argument for the possibility of the VBH is that the same prefixes that purportedly 

derive verbs from nouns and adjectives are also found on stems that contain overt 

v e r b a n g  suffixes, as illustrated in (83). 

" Olsen (1993) aiso includes the prefix de- in her analysis. but as de- adds some additional 
semantic material to its base, we do not include it in our examination of event affixes. 



(83) a. live 

b. dark 

c. capsule 

Even if one does not assume the strong position taken by Olsen, (that the prefkes attach 

only to verbs), these examples do nonetheless illustrate that it is not necessary to assume 

that the prefixes must attach to nouns and adjectives; bey may also aitach to verbs. 

However, the VBH is made stmnger by the fact that conversion of N/A stems to V is 

independently motivated for EngIish, as seen in (84). 

(84) a. cloud, > cloud,, 

b. thin* > 

c. saddle, > s r n e ,  

Signifiant for our purposes is the fact that, like -ifyl-ize verbs, English en-lbe- prefked 

verbs are delimited, as the examples in (85) and (86) show. 

(85) a. The hunter ensnared the rabbit in an hour/*for an hour. 

b. nie Red River engulfed the town in a dayrfor a day. 

(86) a. The steam befogged ail the mimors in five minutes/*for five minutes. 

b. The costumer bewigged the cast in an hour/*for an hour. 

The k t  that the verbs can take an in-phrase, which modifies the endpoint of an event, 

suggests that the events they denote are delimited. Furthemore, the verbs c a ~ o t  appear 

with a for-phrase with the intended reading that an activity was engaged in for x cime. nie 
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only availabIe interpretation for the fur-phrases in the above examples, is that the result of 

the action c o n ~ u e d  for x tirne. For diis reason. Olsen postulates that the prekes perform 

an aspechial function. 

Further evidence that en-lbe- verbs are delirnited cornes h m  the fact that they cannot CO- 

occur with the aspectual particle up. Witness the exarnples in (87) and (88). 

(87) a. John *uigled up the wires. 

b. John entangled the wires. 

c. *John entangled up the wires. 

(88) a. The stem fogged up the windows. 

b. ?The stem befogged the windows. 

c. *The steam befogged up the windows. 

We have aIready noted the inability of -ifyl-ize affied verbs to CO-occur with the particle 

up. This, we argue, is a significant fact about these particular affixes, especially in light of 

the fact that up can occur with other types of derived verbs such as those derived by -en 

suffixation and zero derivation. Compare (87) and (88) with the examples in (89) and (90) 

below. 

(89) a. These windows really lighten the room. 

b. These windows really lighten up the room. 

(90) a. The new florescent bulbs really light the mom. 

b. The new florescent bulbs really light up the room. 



As the examples in (91) indicate, however, neither be- nor en- prefix c m  CO-occur with 

-ify/-ize affixed verbs. We propose that this ban on the CO-occurrence of en-lbe- with 

-ifyl-ize results fiom the fact that these affixes play the sarne d e l i m i ~ g  role. 

(91) a *The chernist becrystallized the AZT. 

b . *The linguistics student enverbineci the noun. 

3.5 Summary 

To surnrnarize, we noted that the defining property of -ifil-ize verbs, en-/be- verbs and 

verb-up constructions, is that the events they denote are aii delimited We further noted that 

CO-occurrence resmctions exist between these elements, for example, while en-lbe- can co- 

occm with other verbalizing suffixes like -en/-are, they cannot co-occur with -ifil-ize. We 

thus concludeci that, like -ifi/-ize, en- and be- must be aspectual affixes. We propose that 

-ify/-ize, en-ibe- and up are aU functor elements that serve as markers of delimitation. At 

this point we echo the words of Baker (198 8), "that when two similar effects are observed, 

it is worth the effort to look for a comrnon cause". As this is one of the prirnary goals of 

the Rinciples and Parameters Theory, and as we are developing our analysis within this 

theory, we now propose to give these functor elements a unifiecl structurai treatment. Ln 

the next chapter, we develop a structural analysis of -,!fi/-ire affixed verbs that is consistent 

with the observations made in this chapter. 



CHAVTER FOUR 

The Syntactic Representation of Events 

In this chapter, we develop a smctural account of -ilyl-ize anixation. We propose 
that the relevant afnxes (what we have tenned R ~ E N ~  AFFIXES) head a funaional 
projection in the syntax. Complex verb formation is derived by movement of a 
lexical stem into this functional projection through a process of INCORPORATïON. 

4. O INTRODUCTION 

Let us begin by bneny recapiailaring the proposais made in Chaper Three. First, we 

posited that the English affixes -ify and -ize are semantically underspecified functor 

elements that conîain no thematic argument structure infornation. We suggested thab 

mther than contributhg rhematic information, these affixes have an aspectuai contribution 

to make. Specincally, we hypothesized that they serve as markers of delimitation, and 

thus, should be analyzed as event affixes. Then, we provided motivation for ou. 

hypothesis by demonsttitting that -ify and-ize have the same function as, and thus cannot 

CO-occur with, two other mes of aspecnial markers in Enghsh. the particle up and the 

prefixes en- and be- . 

In this chapter, we suggest bat the deIimi~g elernents be given a unified slructural 

treahlient that accounts for the semantic and dismbution facts noted in Chapter Three. In 

section 4.1, we provide a pxeliminary discussion of the theoretical background necessary 

for the development of our analysis. In section 4.2, we develop a syntactic account of 

-ifyl-ire affkation in which we argue that the affixes head an aspectual functional projection 

labelleci FP-delimit. in section 4.3, we extend our analysis to account for the other 
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delimiting functors, aspectuai up and the en-lbe- prehes. Finally, in section 4.4, we show 

how our smichn;il account of verb formation provides an explanation of the semantic 

properties of zero-derived verbs. In section 4.5, we provide some concluding ~marks.  

4 . 1  Theoretical Background 

We fist discuss the origins of phrase-structural approaches to event structure, beginning 

with the proposal by Hale and Keyser (1993) that verbal projections reflect aspechial 

structures, then, surnrnarizing some of the arguments put forward by Borer (1993) and 

Ritter and Rosen (1997) for consigning aspecniai ulformation to functional, not lexical, 

projections in the syntax. Following bat, we synthesize these proposals in order to d&ve 

the clausal architecture that we posir for the various event sûucture(s) in English. 

4.1.1 L-Syntactic Event Structure (Hale and Keyser (1993)) 

Hale and Keyser (1993) (hencefonh H&K) conceive of event structure as the 1-synractic 

projection of verbal templates. They propose that a verb decomposes into more primitive 

lexical cornponents, each of which is identifid with a particular notional type and canonical 

structural fealization. Adjectives (A) are assumed to denote States or amibutes and 

therefore must be predicated of something. Consequently, H&K assume that adjectives 

project a Spec position in which an argument rnay be generated. Repositions (P) denote 

interrelations which, by definition, involve at least two entities. Hence, a preposition 

requires both a Spec and complement position to be projected. Nouns (N) denote instances 

or entities and so project a bare NP (no Spec or complement), as this denotation does not 

r e q e  a relaîion with another element. Finally, verbs (V) denote events in that they are 

generally dynamic or associated with change. Specific event structures, then, are assumed 
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to be the result of an abstract verb taking as its cornplment the projection of one of the 

other lexical categones. If a V takes as its cornpiement the projection of another V, a causal 

relation is assumed (a relation H&K describe as a matrur event that "iniplicates" a 

subordhate event). Depicted below is the structure H&K assume represents the causative 

relation. 

Each lexical item in the tree shown in (1) has some elementary notionai content. The upper 

V govems a lower V, sethng up a sernantic causai relation. If XP=AP, then the lower V 

govans an A, setting up a change of state relation (specificaily, an event implicates a state). 

If XP=PP, then the Iower V governs a P, setting up a relational change (for exarnple, a 

change in location). The argument NP is assignecl a semantic interpretation based on its 

relation in the structure p r o j e c d  Hue, the NP occupying the Spec of the lower VP is 

interpreted as the affected argument or theme. The extemai argument or agent (not shown) 

is assumed to occupy the Spec position of a higher projection, presurnably Spec of IP. 

Note here thaî the individual thematic notions, AGENT and THEME, do not exist as 

independentiy defined 8-roles, but are simply convenient labels used to ideniify sernantic 

relations set up in particular stnrctltral configurations. In H&K7s words, "thematic 

terminology reflects the relational status of the NP in [a given] Spec position" (H&K 

(1993:70)). Fundamentai to H&K's proposal is the assumption that these sernantic 

relations, while stnicturally encoded, are lexicaiiy determined. Hence, they term such 



representations '1-syntactic" to indicate that these are stmctural configurations that are a 

property of the lexicon. 

4.1.2 The Role of AspP (Borer (1993)) 

One prominent mction against the idea bat event infornation is a projection of (or 

exhaustively detennined by) the lexical enûy of a verb, is found in Borer (1993). She 

provides evidence fkom verbs in Italian, Dutch and Hebrew which suggests that the 

classification of a verb as either unaccusative (delirnited) or unergative (nondelirnited) "is 

not as stable and lexicai-enûy dependent as it is occasionally presented" (p. 20). Verbs that 

are g e n d y  classified as unergative cm, under the right conditions, be interpreted as 

unaccusative. In other words, the single argument of a given intransitive verb in these 

Ianguages is variable; it may be interpreted as a deiimiiing argument or not  ' Frorn these 

findings, Borer concludes that the lexical entry of verbs contains no information concerning 

the syntactic linking of arguments. The interpretation of an argument is detamineci by its 

position in the clause sûucture, that is, an argument becornes what it is by vime of where it 

is. Uniilce H&K's approach, an NP is assurned to be integrated into hierarchical structure 

by moving into the specifier of a functional aspectml projection, either AspP, or AspP,,. 

An NP in the Spec of AspP,, will be interpreted as an E w  MEASURE (in the sense of 

Temy (1994)), whereas an NP in the Spec of AspPOR wilI be interpreted as an EVENï 

~ R I G I N A ~ R . ~  The representation thaî Bora assumes for unaccusatives is given in (2), and 

the one for unergatives in (3). 

' For discussion of such variable behaviour verbs and the motivation for giving them a 
syntactic analysis, see Borer (1993). 

Borer's assumption, ihat NP arguments move to the specifier of a F(unctional) P(rojection), 
receives some motivation from the fact that such movement has k e n  independently proposed 
for case reasons (Chomsky (1992)). However. while Borer concurs that case is assigned to the 



Unaccusative Süucture (Delimiteci) 

TP 

Unergative Structure (Non-Delimited) 

TP 

On this approach, lexical projections are not hierarchically ordered; the single argument of 

the intransitive verb is not specüied as extemal or intenial. As a consequence of this 

unordered listing of arguments, the phrase structure of the verb does not include any 

intemal structure. In the delimited structure in (2). the argument NP moves up into the 

Spa: position of the aspecaial functional projection AspP,, and, while in a Spec-Head 

Spec of an FP, she does not assume that this is the reason for movement Rather. on her 
approach. movement is motivated purely for aspectual considerations. 
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relation with the head of AspP,, receives an event mesure interpretation. In the non- 

delimited strucûue in (3), As~P, is not specxfied, and the argument NP moves into 

AspP,, to receive an originator interpretation. 

Thus, assuming event information is contained in the chusal syntax (as opposed to 1- 

syntax) allows an exphnation for why one and the same verb can be interpreted as 

&l.imited in one structure and not in another: in order for an event to be inîqmted as 

delimited, it must have a measuring argumenk and an argument is only interpreted as a 

measure if it moves into the Spec of an Asp, head. The postulation of aspectual 

projections also accounts for such distinctions in transitive constructions as that between 

the predicates ploy the somta (which is debnited) and play the piano (which is not). In the 

first case, the argument NP moves into the Spec position of a specined AspP, and reœives 

an event m u r e  interpretation, and in the laiter, the argument does not move into a 

specXed AS~P,~  It is not obvious how such a distinction would be characterized on an 1- 

syntactic approach. H&K assume that each lexical category has a canonical smcau;ll 

configuration. Hence, both playing events would be represented as a V taking a bare NP 

complemenc the aspechial distinction would not be represented structurauy. Instead, H&K 

would have to assume two lexical listings for the verb play -- play, and play,. Such an 

assumption, however, would miss obvious generalizations that hold between the different 

uses of this verb. 

3 Because Borer assumes that accusative case is &O assigned in Spec.AspP,. even non- 
delimiting arguments must move there in transitive constmctions. The difference, however. is 
that the projection is unspecified and thus does not assign an NENT MEASURE role to the 
argument in its Spec. 



4.1.3 Syntactic D-Events (Ritter and Rosen (1997)) 

Building on Borer's work, Ritter and Rosen (1997) also assume event information to be 

syntactidy encoded by the projection of aspectual FPs. Like Borer, they assume the 

notion of "event" to be defined purely in temis of syntactic structure. An NP receives an 

aspectual role (either D- or m m ~ )  by k i n g  in a Spec-Head relationship with the 

appropriate functional head. However, while Borer assumes that each aspectual phrase 

(AspP, and AspP,J rnay be independently specified, R&R assume bat  only the deiimiting 

FP is independently specified; the initiating FP is defined relative to the delimiting FP. 

Thus, if there is o d y  one specified FP, it is the lower delimiting FP. Depending on 

whether or not the lower FP is projected, the upper FP may have one of two functions. In 

the presence of a delimiting FP, it wiii function to assign an  TOR d e  to an argument 

in its Spec. If no deiimiting FP is present, it will assign a default role of TOPIC tO an 

argument in its Spec (cf. Erteschik-Shir and Rapoport (1995)). One general corollary of 

this assumption is that in order for an event to be syntacticdy encded. it must be delimited 

(Le., it rnust have an inherent endpoint). Hence, R&R use the ûmn "Devent" to 

distinguish syntactic event sîructure, as defined by the organization of aspectual FPs, h m  

ai l  other event~alities.~ The strucniraI configuration assumed for a transitive D-event is 

represented in (4). 

' R M ' s  DELïMïTEFt equals Borer's EVENT MEASURE, their IMnATOR e ~ u a l ~  Borer's ORIGINATOR. 
To avoid terminological confusion at this point, we summarize some of the comrnon labeïs 
given to aspectual roles by vanous researchers in the literature. 

Ritter and-Roseri: m T O R  
Borer: ORIGINAMR [OR] EVENT MEASURE [FM] 
van V O O ~ S ~ :  OBJECT OF m~noN/AmALaAnoN O= OFTERMINATION 
Tenny: -- V s  
Gr~mshaw: CAUSER - - 
5 Ritter and Rosen thus modify the original Vendler/Dowty classification of event types by 
analyzing activities as non-eventive, as show in (i) below. 



In this structure, both aspectual FPs are projected- An NP moving into the specifler of the 

lower FP will be assigned the DELMER role, and, because of the presence of this 

delirniting FP, an NP moving into the p i f e r  of the higher FI? will be assigned an 

-TOR role. If, however, the event is not delimited, then the lower FP WU not be 

projected. if the lower FP is not projected, then the upper FP plays no aspectual role. The 

event, then, is not a syntactically encoded D-event As indicated in (9, an activity which is 

not delirnited (for exarnple, the audience laughes), will not have a syntadc event structure. 

There is no delimiting FP to give the construction an eventive interpretation. Hence, the 

single argument NP moves into the Spec of the upper FP and receives a default topic 

interpretaiïon. 

(i) a. Rieter and Rosen: b. Vendler/Dowty: 

Event Non-Event Event Non-Event 
Accorn~lishment State Accomplishment Staie 
~chievêment Activity ~chievëment 

Activity 



Crucial for this analysis is the assurnption that without delimitation there is no syntactially 

encoded event Thus, the init ia~g FP is dependent upon the delimiting FP for its 

intexpretation; it is ~ o s s i b l e  to have an i n i t i a ~ g  FP without first having the delirniîing 

FP. Such a requirement of event structure is able to captue the observation noted in the 

iiterature (cf. Hale and Keyser (1993) and kvin and Rappapon Hovav (1995)), that it is 

impossible to causativize an unergative verb. Witness the examples in (6). 

The audience laughd 

*The cornedian laughed the audience. 

The reason for the un-cality of (6b), R&R c lah ,  is that optional causers are 

arguments that receive no 0-role h m  the verb. Rather, their interpretation is based on 

their aspecaial role as event initiator. However, an unergative verb does not project a 

syntactic event structirre; in their terrns, it does not project the delimiting FP. Without this 

deiimiting FP, it is impossible to intapret the higher FP as initiating. Hence, the added 

"causer" argument is unable to -ive an aspecnial interpretation. 



4.1.4 The Organization of Clause Structure 

Synthesizing the information discussed so far, we assume that aspectual i n f o d o n  is 

syntacticdy represented With Hale and Keyser, we assume that particular event types are 

encoded by specific strucaual relationships. With Borer, we assume that it is the aspecaial 

FE% in c l a d  syntax, rather than lexical projections in 1-synîax, that provide the relevant 

ment infornation. With Ritter and Rosen, we assume thaî only deIimited events are 

represented by the syntactic composition of FPs. We essentiaily adopt an approach to 

verbal projection (espoused by such theorists as Travis (1991), Guilfoyle (1993), Koinimi 

(1993)- Kratzer (1994) and Harley (1995)- among others), in which subject and object 

arguments are generated in the specifiers of separate heads. In particdar, we adopt 

Koinimi's (1993) version of the "Split-VP Hypothesis" which states thaî the VP of a 

transitive verb (that is, with an extemal argument) contains at least two heads, each of 

which discharges an argument Ui its Spec. 

n 
Subj V' /'--. v VP 
n 
Obj V' .'-'. v ... 

The NP generated in the Spec position of the higher VP is interpreted as the agenS while 

the NP in the lower Spec is the theme. Hence, thematic relationships are characte- as 

resulting from the relationship between a lexical head and an item in its specO6 

6 In the case of the relational lexical category projecting a PP, thematic relationships are 
obtained between a head and an item in both Spec and complement position. 
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Ekteschik-S hir and Rapaport (1995) and Ritter and Rosen (1 997)- we assume that a subject 

argument rnay move further up the tree into a default functionai projection that assigns a 

mpic interpretation to an argument in its Spec. Therefore, in a iransitive structure such as 

the one show in (8)- the NP generated in Spec of upper VP (and interpreted as an agent) 

moves into Spec of FP to be interpreted as the topic. 

In an intransitive unergative structure, only the upper VP is projected and its sole argument 

may move into Spec of FP-topic. 

If the event denoted is delimited, then the delimiting FP is projecteci. FPdelimit is 

assumed to dominate the delirniting material. Hence, if the internai argument of a transitive 

verb functions as delimiter (example, play the sonata), the FP projects between the two 

VPs as shown in (9) below. (Cf. the inner Asp of Travis (1991), the RP of Koizumi 

(1993) and the imer TP of Collins and Thrainsson (1996)). 



In this case, the internal argument is generated in the Spec of the lower VP (and there 

receives a thematic interpretetation) and then subsequently moves into the Spec of the 

dominating FP to receive a delimiter interpretation. This structure captures Tenny's 

observation (noted in section 3.3.1.1) that an argument rnay be interpreted on both a 

thematic dimension and aspectml dimension, and that while the two interpretations often do 

overlap, they do not always coincide. For exarnple, an argument NP may be interprieted as 

a theme on the thematic level, but not necessarily as a delirniting argument at the aspectual 

level. In an iniranstive unaccusative structure, only the lower VP is prujected and its sole 

argument moves into the Spec of the delirniting FP that dominates it. 

A nondelimited event, in which the internal argument does not function as the measure, 

c m  receive a delirnited intepretation if a resultative secondary predicate is added. We 

assume that resultatives head a small clause in the syntax and its subject functions to delimit 

the event. Hence, in this case the delimiting FP projects, not above the lower VP (as in 

(9)), but above the resultative srnail clause, as shown in (10). 



Finally, we assume with Ritter and Rosen t h a ~  in the presence of the lower FP, the higher 

FP will be interpreted as the event initiator. The extemal argument thus moves nom the 

Spec of the higher VP into Spec of FP-initiator. 

4.2 A Syntactic Analysis of -ify/-ire 

Having discussed some of the reasons for assuming a syntactic analysis of event 

interpretation, and outlining the basic chusal architecture that we assume, we now develop 

a structural account of -ifyl-ize affixation. We have already posited that -ifi and -ize are 

event affixes because they contribute a notion of delimitedness to the event denoted. 

Assuming that event smicture is a syntactic phenornenon, it follows that the interpretation 

of -ifyl-ire verb constructions is detemiined in the syntax. In this section, we propose that 

the event affixes head a delimiting FP in the syntax. 



4.2.1 Derivation by Incorporation 

We claim that the derivation of -ifi-ize affixed verbs is afcompiished by head movement of 

the lexical stem from its base position within the VP into the head of the delimiting FP, the 

position associared with event information. Henceforth, we i d e n w  this FP as the eventive 

FP. Chx analysis builds on the work of Hale and Keyser (1993), who, following Baker 

(1988), assume that G(xzummtïcal) F(unction)-changing processes are a side &ect of the 

syntactic movement of a word-level elemenk a process of INCORPORATION. ' For example, 

H&K analyze zero-Mved denominal and deadjectival verbs of the type represented by 

laugh, saddle. shelve, thin, as denvhg from this incorporation process. An example of the 

derivation for thin (as in the gravy thinned), is shown in (11) (cf. Hale and Keyser 

(1993:44)). 

7 In essence. then. our claim is that word fomation can take place at sentence-level syntax. Of 
course, as noted in the Introduction, this stance is not uncontroversial and the morpho- 
syntactic debate is ongoing within the linguistics Iiterature. Hence. a word in support of such 
a stance is in order here. In Chapter Two. it was shown that highiy specified lexical semantic 
representations are not able to explain the argument stmcture properties and syntactic 
behaviour of denved verbs. It was argued in Chapter Three, therefore, that the interpretation 
of the the verb must take into consideration the arguments (participants) and adjuncts 
(modifiers) that are involved in the event that the verb denotes. and hence must occur p s t -  
lexically. Also nota in Chapter Three is the observation that the vast majority of -@/-ire 
affixed verbs denote delimited events. These observations. while providing unequivocal 
support for an event structure analysis of the affixes, do not actually force the formation of 
words in the syntax (or, altematively, exclude the possibility of lexical denvation). It is 
possible that, while eventive interpretation does take place in the syntax. the formation of the 
verb occurs in the iexicon. Nevertheless. we choose to implement a version of syntactic word 
formation because it provides a simple and economic explmation of the observed facts. In 
this chapter we show that complex verb formation is explainable using independently- 
motivateci syntactic principles such as head movement, and. in keeping with the fundamental 
tenets of principles and parameters theory. we assume that given a choice, an appmach that 
utilizes a smaiier set of highiy constrained principles is preferred. 



Here, the head A thin is shown to incorporate into an abstract governing V, followed by 

movement of the intemal argument the g r q  into subject position (presumably Spec,IP). 

The A denotes a state and the V, a dynamic event Thus, when the A incorporates into V, a 

change of state is denoted. The interna1 argument in Spec,VP is interpreted as the affected 

argument or theme. This type of head movement, like other types of movemenS is 

assurned to leave coindexed traces, and thus, to be constraïned by general syntactic 

principles such as the Empty Category Rinciple (Chomsky (1986)).' 

In a manner similar to that in (1 l), we propose that an -ifyl-ize verb is createâ by a process 

of incorporation. On our analysis, an N/A stem first incorporates into an abstract 

governing V, and then moves fiaher up the ire, adjoining to the af ix  in the head of the 

delimiting FP. To illustrate, consider the following structure that we propose for the verb 

cmamelize, as in the sugut carumelized. 

' Empty Category Principle (ECP) 
The ECP states that traces m u t  be properly governed. Proper govemment is achieved by 
either 8-govemment (governent by a 0-marking head) or antecedent govemment 
(government by a CO-indexed c-commanding antecedent). Head movement is subject to the 
ECP and cm be satisfied by proper antecedent govemment. 



The nominal stem caramel moves h t  into the abstract governing V before movuig up into 

the funaional head, leaving coindexed traces at each step. This incorporation process is 

followed by movement of the argument NP the sugar from its base position inside the VP 

into the Spec of W. Once in a Spa-Head relation with this functional projection, the sugar 

receives the a-role DEUM~~ER (à la Ritter and Rosen). Our analysis murOrs that of H&K in 

adopting an incorporation andysis of verb formation, and that of Borer/R&R in relegating 

event information to the syntactic FPs. Thus, we assume (contra H&K) that incorporation 

takes place in the ciausal syntax, rather than in 1-syntax. In the event depicted in (12), no 

causer is specified, therefore, che event is understood as occuning "spontaneously". In 

other words, the structure specîfies that the sugar carameiizes without spec-g how that 

result is achieved The function of the affix here is not to add a "causer" argurnenc but 

rather to add the deLimiting smcrure that is necessary for the in~rpretation of a 0-)event. 

Once a deiimiting FP is projected, it then becornes possible to interpret the higher FP as 

initiacing, and an argument in its Spec as event initiator, as iiiustrated below. 



In this structure, the extemal argument is generated in the Spec of a higher VP and moves 

into the Spec of FP-initiator to be interpreted as the initiator of the event. Our analysis of 

-ifLl-ire &don is thus able to account for the fact that al l  -ify/-ize verbs are delimited, 

but not al l  -ifyl-ize verbs are initiateci (Le., causative). We argue that the affixes function to 

project the d e h n i ~ g  FP necessary for an event interpretabon (therefore, if the= is an -ifil- 

ize affix, then there must be a D-event). The fact that we call the a f f i x  an EVENT AF~IX is 

reflected directly in the structure; it heads the eventive FP. Within the context of this FP, it 

is possible to interpret an argument in the Spec of the upper FP as the initiator. 

4.3 Extending the Analysis 

4.3.1 The Representation of Aspectual u p  
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In section 3.4.1 of the previous chapter, we noted that one common function of the English 

particle up is to add an endpoint or goal to the situation described. As a consequence, this 

particle can be used to enforce a delirnited interpretation on an 0th- d d v e  (or 

potentially durative) situation. We used the following examples to illustrate this point 

(14) a. Marion chopped the nuts for five minutes/ii five minutes. 

b. Marion chopped up the nuts in five rninutes/*for five minutes. 

As (14a) indicates, chop the nuls can altematively be interpreted as  delirnited (the nuts are 

chopped in five minutes) or non-delimited (the n u s  are chopped for five minutes). 

However, as shown in (14b), chop up the nuts is unambiguously delimited; it can only be 

modified by îhe in-phrase. 

We M e r  noted that z p  cannot be used in conjunction with an -ifyl-ize &ed verb (even 

though it can be used with other derived verb forms such as lighren up). This CO- 

occurrence restriction is demonstrated in (15). 

(15) a. *The chemist crystallized up the solution. 

b . * Doubleday anthologized up the story. 

c. *The spem fertilized up the egg. 

in this section, we take advantage of the strucniral analysis suggested for -ifyl-ize to 

account for the semantic and syntactic properties of up. We maintain that up, being an 

aspectual functor Wre the event affixes, serves to head the eventive FP. We propose the 

following preliminary stmctural representarion for the predicate chop up the nuB. 



T the nuts V 

The fact that up cannot CO-occur with an -ifLi-ize affixed verb is then given a reasonable 

explmation; they would both occupy the sarne structural position, head of &Mting FP. 

At this point, it may be recalled that one of the defining characteristics of the verbpareicle 

consûuctions is the fact that the NP object may either follow the particle or precede it, as 

exemplified in (17). 

(17) a. Marion chopped up the nuts. 

b. Marion chopped the nuts up. 

The apparent free variation in the order of the particle and NP has remainexi a topic of 

Lively &bate in the linguistic literature (for example, see Erteschik-Shir (1979). Kayne 

(1984). A m  (1 989), Johnson (1991)' Keyser and Roeper (1992), Koizumi (1993) and 

C o b s  and ï7mhsson (1996) for discussion). We adopt a modifiecl version of Koizumi's 

anaIysis, as this is the only one that attempts to account for the aspectutil properties of the 

particle. With Koinirni, we assume that the verb must move up in the aee via head 

movement, and the object NP may move by a process of "object shift". Thus, the 

underlying order we assume for the sentence Marion chopped up the nu& is that 

represented in (16)- repeated in (18) below with the upper VP included. 



n d v Mari n Fi? (DeLimit) 

The verb moves successive cyclically up the tree, f k t  to the head of the eventive FP, 

where it adjoins to the particle that is generated there. Then. it strands the particle in its 

base generated position and continues its joumey upward. The optional movement of the 

NP is what accounts for the alternative word order. Specincally, the verb-particle-NP 

order is denved by movement of the verb into the head of a functional category, and the 

verbNP-pamcle order is denved by frrrrher movemenr of the NP into the specifier of this 

functional category. (19) illustrates the derivation we assume for the word order in which 

the NP appears before the particle. 

9 With Koizumi. we assume that the NP rnay move into the specifier of an intervening object 
agreement phrase (AGROP) in order to check its case features. Hence. the Structure of the 
predicate may achlally be. 

- -  n 
AGROP 



(19) a. Marion chopped the nuts up. 

F' 

the nuts 
n 
F VP 

As the above struchne indicates, to derive the order chop the nuts up, the object NP rnoves 

into the Spec of FP following verb movement into its head.1° In this position. the NP 

receives the DELMITER d e .  Such an andysis irnplies that the mering word orders result 

in differences in semantic interpretation. We observe that in chop the nuts up, the nuts are 

undemood as king completely chopped. In other words. a more completive inteptation 

For ease of exposition. however. we do not include AGROP in our r e p r e ~ e n ~ o n s .  
'O Koinimi's analysis is developed in the framework of Chomsky's (1992) Minimalist 
Program. On this analysis of the altemation, overt object raising is attributed to the 
"strength'* of an NP feature in the event head (which he labels R). and English is assumed to 
have both Q with a smng NP feature and Q with a weak NP feahire. If R with a weak NP 
feature is projected then the V-prt-object order redis. If R with a m n g  NP feature is 
projected then the alternative V-object-prt order results. His analysis base-generates the 
particle with the verb, and moves this verb complex to R. On our account. the parcicle is base- 
generated in the F head. Thus, assuming a Minimalist approach. we would have to suppose 
that the particle itseif cm be altemaîively strong or weak. 
IL Note that in both cases, the event is delimited, that is. ail the nuts are chopped. However. 
there is a further sense in chop the nirrs up. in which not only are al l  the nuts chopped, but 
they are completely chopped up into small pieces. Admittedly. this distinction is fairly 
obscure, however, that it does exist is suggested by the contrast in the foUowing sentences. 

(i) a. She chopped up the nuts, leaving some of them only partly chopped. 
b. ?She chopped the nuts up. leaving some of them only panly chopped. 



That up should be given a structural analysis that reflects its aspectual function is also 

suggested by Hoekstra (1988). Recall that on his account, up is depicted as heading a 

resultative secondary predicate, as follows. 

However, we argued against this analysis as it would predkt that up would not be able to 

CO-occur with other resultatives, and as the examples in (21) show, in k t  up can occur 

with other resultatives. 

(21) a. Marion chopped the nuts up fine. 

b. Sophia sliced the tomatoes up into wedges. 

On our approach, resultative secondary predicates and aspectual up are not &en a unified 

treatment Resultatives are argued to head a SC, whereas aspectual up is argued to head 

the delimiting J?P that projects above the SC. Hence, up (and consequently also -ifLl-ize) is 

able to occur with resultatives. We assume the following smictural representation for the 

sentence in (21a). 



In this structure, up occurs as the head of the eventive FP, whereas the resultative predicate 

occurs lower in the ûee, as the S(mal1) C(lause) complement of F. Notice that, within the 

SC, we assume the existence of a pro subject coindexed with the NP subject of VP. This 

analysis captures the intuition that, whik the NP denoted by the nufs is the affected object 

of the verb chop, it is also interpreted as the entiry that 'is fine' as a result of the chopping, 

as indicated in (23). l 2  

"The positionhg of a nuil pronominal in the subject position of a resultative SC has been 
posited by Ritter and Rosen (to appear). among others. For exampIe, R&R provide the 
sentence in (i) with a PRO subject. As (ii) indicates, however. in such cases, PRO appears to be 
in complementary distribution with an overt NP (a problern for the PRO Theorern, which 
states that PRO must be ungovemed). 

(i) John walked [PRO to the store]. 
(ii) John walked [him to the store]. 



(23) chop the nuts, up @m. fine] 
L LJ 

By assuming the smicaire depicted in (22), we are able to provide a spaightfomard 

account of the fact noted in Chapter Three, section 3.4.1.1, that the sequence yo fine 

illusirated in (24a) is grammatical, while the reverse orderfine up show in (24b) is not 

(24) a. Marion chopped the nuts up fine. 

b. *Marion chopped the nuts fine up. 

Furthemore, our analysis is also able to account for the grammaticality distinctions noted 

in (25). 

(25) a. Marion chopped up the nuts. 

b. *Marion chopped up the nuts fme. 

These examples illustrate that when the construction appears with a resultative me), the 

object NP may not appear afier the particle. Our structure in (22) easily captures this k t  

because the object NP the nws is generated higher in the tree than the particle and therefore 

must precede i t  Given the structure we propose, the only possible way to achieve the 

(ungrammatical) verbpdcle-NP-resultative word order, would be to generate the nuts 

From (i) and (ii) it would appear that PRO cm appear in govemed positions. As a possible 
solution to this problem. we foiiow Borer (1989). who proposes to eliminate the need for 
ungovemed PRO. On this approach. the null element that occupies the subject position of 
infinitivals, gerunds and small clauses is the empty pronominal (mail) pro. which does no& 
have to be ungovemed. 



directly in Spec of AP so that it appears lower in the clause than the particle, as indicated in 

(26) below . 

fine 

However, this option is d e d  out because then the object would not be able to be 

interpreted as a thematic argument of the verb. Consequently, we would not be able to 

distinguish between NP objects that are "tme" objects of the verb from NP objects that aie 

only indirealy related to the verb, but are ?rue'' ibj~objects of the resultative, a distinction 

Carrier and bndal l  (1992) refer to as transitive resultatives (27a) vs. inûansitive 

resultatives (27b). 

(27) a. The gardener watered the tulips flat. 

b. The joggen ran their Nikes threadbare. 

In the fint sentence, the tulips is the object king watered as well as the object that is fiat 

In the second sentence. the Nikes is not the object king run in any sense, but is the object 
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that becornes threadbare as a result of the mnning. Thus, we assume that only in the h t  

instance is the NP object generated in the projection of the verb (with a concomitant pro in 

Spec of the AP small clause). In the second case, the NP is generated in the Spec of the 

AP. The phrase chop the nus upfine is analogous to water the tuiipsflar, in inth cases the 

NP is directly related to the verb. Hence the NP is generated in the Spec of a verbal 

projection. 

In sum, by assuming a syntactic approach to event structure interpretation, we are able to 

give a structurai account of the CO-occurrence resmctions that hold between -ifLl-ize and 

up, and at the same tirne provide an account of the lack of such restrictions on resdtative 

predicates with either up or -ifi/-ire. We conclude that -lm-ize affixed verbs cannot CO- 

occur with the particle up b u s e  both up and -ify/-ize serve to head the delimiting FP. in 

the next subsection, we provide a similar account for the en-lbe- prefixes that were 

discussed in 3.4.2. 

4.3.2 The Representation of en-/bel 

In the previous chapter, we noted that en- and be- verbs share cetain semantic and 

syntactic properties with -i@-ize verbs and verb-up constmctions, and suggested that as a 

result, they should be included in the inventory of delirni~g elements and given the same 

structural treatrnent Tfierefore, we now propose that these aspecruaI prefixes axe yet 

another example of delimiting functor that occupies the head of the eventive FP. Consider 

the example in (28a) iüustra~g the verb befog. We postulate the syntactic configuration 

depicted in (28b) as representing the derivation of this verb." 

13 Whüe Our discussion focuses on the representation of befog, we assume that the same 
conclusions c m  be d m  for en-verbs like enfangle, enchoin, enrage, etc. 



(28) a. The stearn befogged the windows. 

b. FP - Initiator 
n 

S P ~  

A F A VP - 

n 
the s t em V FP 

I 

In this example, the N stem fog moves up into the FP headed by be-. As weU, the intanal 

argument the windows moves out of the W into Spec of FP to be interpreted as the 

delùiiiting argument The windows defimits the event by achieving the state of 'fogginess'. 

Observe that while aspecniai up c m  k used with the denominal verb fog (29a), it cannot be 

used in conjunction with the be-verb, as indicated by the ungarnmaticality of (29b). 

(29) a. The steam fogged up the windows. 

b. *The stearn befogged up the windows. 

Again, we acfount for the fact that the be-verb consmiction cannot CO-mcur with the 

aspftual particle irp, by assurning that the two delimiting elements would occupy the sarne 

structurai position in the event structure. 



However, iike the verb-up constructions, some en-lbe- verbs can occur with the resultathe 

secondaxy predicate, as indicated in (30). 

(30) a. The steam befogged the windows frosty white. 

b. ?The steam fogged the windows up a fiosty white. 

We assume that the structure of (30a) has the aspectual prefix be- generated in the head of 

delimiting FP while the resultative predicate heads a srnall clause complemnt of F (cf. the 

configuration given in (22) for chop the nuts upfine, which shows aspecaial up in the head 

of delirni~g FP). - 

4.3.3 Summary 

To sum up this section, we have concluded that, like the event affixes - i fy  and -ize, the 

particle up and the prefixes en- and be- are best analyzed as aspectual functors that head a 

delimiting phrase in the syntax. Such an analysis, we argue, pennits an explanation of the 

co-occurrence facts that obtain between these items on the one han& and resdtative 

secondary predicates, on the other. In general, the structural configuration that we assume 

to be characteristic of these elements is given bdow. 



4.4 Zero Derivation 

Up to now, we have recognized that there is an dkmative derivational saategy for cornplex 

verb fomiation (zero denvation), but have not CO&& ourseIves to any particular 

analysis of it Recall that zero denvation is a word formation process in which then is a 

change in the function of the stem, but no corresponding change in f ~ r m . ' ~  Therefore, 

u&e overt affixation, there is no morphological marking to indicate that a derivationai 

process has occurred Zero derivation is, however, extremely productive in forming 

denominal and deadjectival verbs, as shown by the foiIowing verb pairs. 

(32) Noun » Verb Adjective >> Vert, 

blanket (io) blanket clear (to) clear 
mothex (to) motha paie pale 
W e  (to) saddle thin (to) thin 

In 3.3.2, we mentioned that Rosenberg (1995) also proposes an aspecîual analysis of -ify/- 

ire and zero-derived verbs. A d o p ~ g  the VendlerDowty aspectual classification (activity, 

accomplishment, achievement and state), she makes the dual daims: (i) -im-ize verbs are 

accomplishments. and Ci) mwdenved verbs are activities. Part of our discussion in 

section 3.3 involved demonstrating that not ail -ify/-ize verbs are accomplishments, some 

are achiwements. From this we proposed that the fundamental property shared by a l l  of 

these derived verbs is thaî of delimitedness. In this section, we focus on the second of 

14 Exactiy how to characteriz this fom of word formation is an ongoing issue, as reflected in 
the many different approaches espoused in the literafure. Some view it as the affixation of a 
"null suffix" analogous with overt foms of suffixation (for example, Marchand (1969)). 
Others view it as a "process" that is not dependent upon the notion of a nuli a f i x  (for 
example, Pounder (ms.)). How one views the process often determines how one labels i t  
Hence, we find such labels as zero denvation, conversion, functional shin and so on. In this 
thesis, we use the ternis zero derivation and conversion interchangeably. as they seem to be 
the ones most commonly used. 
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Rosenberg's clairns. Consider again the examples Rosenberg uses as support for ha 

hypothe~is.'~ 

(33) Afixatron: 

a. Johncrystallueddiesolution. 

b. Satan demonized the child. 

(=(58)-(60) p. 59, Rosenberg (1995)) 

(34) Denvation; 

a. John hammered the nail. 

b . John refereed the basketbal garne. 

(=(53)-(54) pp.56 & 57, Rosenberg (1 995)) 

c. John buttered the bread 

We clah that the difference between zero-denved verbs and -ifyl-ize derived verbs is that 

whik -ijj+ize verbs must be delimited, zero-derived verbs may (but need not) be delimited. 

Further, the reason for this discrimination is rooted in the structural configuration of 

events. To begin, we hrst determine that, while some zeroderived verbs are non-delimitecl 

(and henœ amenable to Rosenberg's daim), this is not a general nile; there are many 

examples where ihis is not the case. We then develop a structural analysis of the various 

zero-derived verbs, building on the event stmcture representations we proposed in sections 

4.2 and 4.3. 

'' (34) shows that Rosenberg uses the verbs butter, kamrner and rt$eree to demonstrate that 
zero-derived verbs are activities (Le., non-delimited). While we concur with Rosenberg thaî a 
number of zero-derived verbs do denote non-delimited events, some of these examples are 
problematic. We reject the verb buner, arguing that in fact the event denoted by this verb is 
delimited (cf. the discussion of saddle, examples shown in (48)-(49)). Hammer is 
pmblematic because it is not clear that this verb is derived from a noun (see fwtnote 16). 



4.4.1 Tbe Aspectual Properties of Zero-Derived Verbs 

First we show that at least some zerodenved verbs are indeed nondelimited and hence, 

reasonably ciassified as activity verbs. Consider the exarnples below. 

(35) a. John refereed the game for an hom. 

b. ?John refereed the game in an hour. 

c. John stopped refereeing the game. a John did referee 

d. John alniost refereed the garne. = John did not begin refereeing 

e, John fished refereeing the game. 

The aspecaial tests appfied in (35a)-(35d) indicate that the eventuality denoted by the 

predicate referee the gme,  is of the non-delimiteci, activity type. The contmt between 

(35a) and (35b) shows that r@eree is best modifiai by the for-phrase, not the in-phrase, as 

is cornmon of activities. h (35c), the entailment implied if John stopped rt$ereeing the 

game, is hat John did perforrn the activity of refereeing. (35d) demonsûates that when 

modified by the a d v d  almost, there is only one resulting entailment, again, a property of 

activities. As shown in (35e), however, the verb can occur as the wmplement of finish, a 

general indicator of accornplishment status. (Here, the aspectualizerfinish seems to wem 

a delimited interpretation).16 In general, these tests support Rosenberg's claim, that referee 

16 The fact that generally non-delimited events can receive a deiimited interpretation was 
noted in Chapter The. Rosenberg also discusses this property of activities. Adopting the 
feature systern proposed by Olsen (1993). she accounts for this property as the result of an 
operation that changes an unmarked telic feature on the verb [telic] to a marited one [+telic]. 
Cmcially, on her analysis, zero-denved verbs are activities in their basic sense, but an 
accomplishment reading c m  be imposed on them by other sentential constiiuents and 
pragmaric context. 



denotes an activity." Other zero-derived activity verbs are given in (36). Hm, we employ 

the for x tirnefin x t h e  modiners to indicate that they âre non-delimited. 

(36) a, We vacationed in Hawaii for a week/*in a week. 

b. Sarah policed the area for a few days/*in a few days. 

c. John and Bill ski& the slopes for a &y/*in a day. 

Consider the foiiowing examples, however. 

(37) a. Laurapickledtheeggs. 

b. The pilot landed the plane. 

c. Jennifer saddled the horse. 

d. The cook thinned the gravy. 

" Zero derivation presents a unique chailenge to morphological analyses in that the direction 
of the derivation is not always clear. Rosenberg assumes that h a m e r ,  is derived from 
hmnmer,. However, Kiparsky (1982) rejects this assumption; in the specific case of hmnmer, 
he argues that the opposite is me.  H a m e r ,  and other forms like it, are argued to be verbal 
in their basic sense. As evidence, fie notes that 'the noun is merely the most typical 
instrument used for the activity; the verb itself does not require any parcicular instrument'. 
Hence, one can "hammer" something with a rock, a shoe, a stick or any other appropriate 
object. With m e  denominal verbs, on the other hand (for example, sape), 'the noun is 
necessady involved as art instrument in the activity '. Hence, one cannot "tape" something 
with a pin or a staple. Further examples of the two types zero-derived f o m  discussed by 
Kiparsky are provided in (i) and (ii) below. 

(0 xv > X 
hammer, bmsh p&dle. whistie, saw. anchor, comb. wedge ... 

(ii) X, > X 
tape.  rive^ Chain. hoon,  pitchforl. bicycle. screw, staple. haclsaw. snourplow. inlr.. 

Pounder (P.C.) counters that this is a natural development for the denominal verb, that is, to 
have first its literal meaning and then an acquired semantic extension. She points out thaî it is 
difficult to conceive of the verbs comb and hammer without first having the appropriate 
device. Therefore, she speculates that a derivational direction exists wherever speakers are 
likely to make it, which sometimes means that both V>N and N>V are present. The crucial 
point here, however. is that when analyzing zero-derived verbs. it is necessary to keep these 
distinctions in mind, so that what is k i n g  analyzed is indeed a verb denved from a noun or 
adjective and not the other way around. 



We observe that the verbs in these exarnples denote delirnited events. By way of 

illustration, we apply the aspecnial tests to the verb land in (38) below. 

(38) a. John landed the plane in an hour/for an hour. 

b. John fuished landing the plane. 

c. John sîopped landing the plane. g ~ o h n  landed the plane1* 

d. Johnalmostlandedtheplane. * John did not begin landing 

John began, but did not succeed 

As indicated in (38a), the fact that land the plane is able to be modifed by the in-phrase 

indicates that this is an accompfishment verb. 

As weli, as shown in (38b). it can occur as the complement offinish, also a property of 

accomplishments. When occuring as the complement of stop, there is no entailment that 

John perforrned the activity denoted by the predicate, and finally, when occurring with the 

adverbial almost, thae are two possible entailmenu, as is the case for accomplishments. 

Thus, these tests demonstrate fhat fard the plane is an accornplishrnent, not an activity. 

Hence, it is dehniîed We can deennine that the rernaining verbs in (37) are also deIiniited 

by applying some of the aspecnial tests to them as well. 

(39) a. Cam pickkd the eggs in an hour. 

b . Lam finished pickIing the eggs. 

" Note that this entaiùnent is legitimate only on an iterative reading, in which (for example) 
John regularly £lies planes. but no longer lands them. 



(40) a- J e d e r  saddled the horse in ten minutes. 

b. Jennifer finished saddling the horse. 

(41) a. The cook thinned the gravy in five minutes. 

b. The cook finished thinning the gravy. 

The tests indicate tfiat pickle, s d e  and thin are a l l  accomplishrnents, as they c m  appear 

with the in-phrase as weU as the complement offinish. Thus, whiie many verbs f o d  by 

zero derivation are activities (35)-(36), many are not (37)-(41). It appears, then, that 

Rosenberg's c l ah  concerning zeroderived verbs is not supported by the facts. Zero- 

derived verbs do not fail neatiy into one lexical aspectuai class. In the next section, we 

extend the ideas developed in 4.2 and 4.3 to account for the variable aspectuai behaviour of 

these verbs. 

4.4.2 A Syntactic Analysis of Zero Derivation 

Before we proceal in our analysis of the possible structurai configurations of zero-derived 

verbs, let us mail the assurnptions that we laid out at the beginning of 4.2. First, we 

assume that event information is saucnirally encoded. Second, we assume that it is the 

syntactic projection of aspectual FPs that provides this event information. Third, we 

assume that only Devents have a syntactically encoded event structure. Given these 

assumptions, we begin our analysis of zeroderived verbs by analyzing the stnicture of a 

derived unergative. Recail that an unergative is an intransitive verb whose sole argument is 

extemal and thus cannot be used to measure out or delitnit the event. We depict this 

structure as foilows. 



(42) a. John roiierskated. 

This is an example of a denominal zeroderived verb that is formed by the incorporation 

process proposed by Hale and Keyser, and adopted in our analysis of -ifLl-ize affixation. 

In this structure, the absmct V takes an NP compiement whose head incorporates into it 

before moving up higher in the Wee. Because it is not a D-event, no EventP is projected 

The sole argument of the verb is generated in the Spec of VP and is interpreted as the agent 

of the action. It rnay then further move into Spec of FP to be interpreted as the topic. 

Consider now the the denorninal verb given in (43).19 

(43) He pitchforked the rnmure in the barn. 

This sentence is arnbiguous between an activity reading and an accomplishment reading, as 

indicated by the aspectual tests employed in (44). 

l9 That pitchfork is unambiguousIy a denominai verb, is üïustrated by the following 
infelicitous sentence (pmvided by Kiparsky (1983)). See footrtote 16. 

(i) *He pitchforked the manure with a shovei. 



(44) a. He pitchforked the manure in the barn for an hour. nondelimited 

b. He pitchforked the manure in the bam in an hour. delimited 

We propose that this ambiguity is reflected by a difference in the structural representation of 

the evenriiality denoted by (44a) in cornparison to (44b). We assume that on a non- 

delirnited reading no eventive FP is projected, but on a delimited one the FP is projected. 

This differenœ is illustrated in (45) and (46) respectively. 

... FP-Topic 
n 
Spec F' 

,'-'-- 
NP V' 
A ,'-'-- 

the manure V NP 



Notice that in the stnicnire depicted in (46), there is no overt maferhl in the head of 

eventive FP to serve as a marker of delimitation. As indicated in (47), however, aspectual 

up can be added to this structure, and furthemore, if up is added it forces the event to have 

a delimited reading. 

(47) a. He pitchforked the manure up in an hour. 

b. *He pitchforked the rnanure up for an hour. 

We assume that the representation for (47a) would be identical u> that in (46) except that the 

delimiting F head would be filled by up. 
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So far in our discussion, we have considered smctiy nondelimited verbs (like luugh) as 

weU as aspecaially ambiguous verbs (&e pitchfork). As noted in (37)-(41) some zero- 

derived verbs are unambiguously delimited (for example saddle, as in sadde the horse). 

Before closing our discussion of zero-derived verbs, let us first discuss the structure we 

assume for sodde. Note that this verb may occur either with or without the particle up, but 

in either case the event denoted is d e f i t e d  

(48) a. John saddled the horse. 

b. John saddled up the horse. 

We observe, following Haie and Keyser, that the meaning of the predicate is one in which 

a horse cornes to have a saddle on it. Hence, we assume that an event implicates an 

interrelation and thus conrains a PP complement of the abstract verb. We propose the 

structure depicted in (49) a represent the predicate of the sentences listed in (48). 



Note the stnichiral difference in the lower VPs of the representations il 

While the lower V is depicted as governing a PP SC in (49), it simply g 

(46). This structural difference accounts for the different semantic interp- 

the derived verbs. In (49) the nominal stem saddle is understood as the en- 

in relation to another entity (Le., locatum). This relationship is mediated - 
In example (49), P relates the location the horse to the locatum sacldIe, - 
&limitai p m p q  of this relationship; as a d t  of the action of tbe ver- 
saddle. In (46) the nominal stem pitchfork is understood as the instrume 

manipulate the intemal argument the rnanure. It serves as the complement 

not as a predicate of any sort. Thus, the interna1 argument bears no delim 

to this stem Notice that it is the SC in (49) that projects the delimithg 

R&R in assurning that this is the case because SC predicates denoting a c- 

serve to delimit the event. Hence, if the ment denoted has a ch; 

interpretation, it will project a delimiting Fi? regardless of there k ing  any - 
head We predict, then, that only those zero-derived verbs that entail a CL 

or similady, a change of state, necessarily project a SC with an eventive 

be unambiguously delimited. Resultative $Cs must project an eventive 

may optionally do so (accounting for the diffemce between (45) and (46) 

4.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we proposed a phrase stnictural account of -ifif-ize affyra- 

assumed that the affixes head an eventive functional projection in the sy- 

delimit Building on the work of Hale and Keyscr (1993), we analyz 

formation as an example of a general process of incorporation. With 

Ritter and Rosen (1997), we posited that event information is containe. in 
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form of aspechial functional projections. We then applied our analysis to the aspecaial 

particle ~p and the prefixes en- and be-. Finally, we demonstrated how our analysis is also 

able account for the variable aspecaial classincation of zero-deriveci verbs. We observed 

that while zeroderived verbs rnay or may not be delimitai, -ifyl-ize verbs aiways are. We 

claimed thaî the reason for this is because the m e s  head an eventive functiond projection. 

Therefore, verbs derived h m  them must contain at lest this aspectuaI smicture. (They 

rnay also contain an initiating FP, but this is not always the case). Whether a aven NP is 

intapreted as an entity that changes state or location, or whether it is an instrument, is 

detennined by its position in the structure. Hence, ou. analysis is able to capture the 

variable semantic relationships displayed in derived verb constructions. 

In our discussion in Chapter Two (section 2.2.1). we nord that one of the major 

weaknesses of the iexicalist theories of Williams (1 98 1) and Lieber (1992), was thai they 

are unable to adequately account for the variable semantic relationships disphyed by 

derived verbs. For example, we noted that Lieber's approach made the wmng predictions 

for a derived verb like hospitalire. Assuming a theory of argument inheritance, the 

denvation of this verb would be as foUows. 

(50) a. hospi tal: [d 
LCS: [, ] 

b. ize: INA LV 
LCS: CAUSE [Thhg XI, [BE LCS of base]] 

PAS: (x( ...) 

c. hospi talize: 
LCS: CAUSE [%, x], BECOME ] 

PAS: (x) 



The result of this derivation, we noted, is a verb with the (incorrect) meaning and usage 

iiiusîmted in (51). Lieber assumes that noms like hospital have no arguments, and thus, 

no PAS. Affixation of -ize wodd therefore add an extemal argument, resulting in a PAS 

with only one argument. 

(5 1) a. *John hospidkd. (=John caused a hospital to corne into existence) 

Our analysis captures the meaning of verbs like hospitalize, by assuming îhaî the laicai 

stem heads a SC that projects the delimiting FP, as depicted in (52). 

Here, the stem narnes the location where an entity is placed and thus functions as the 

predicate of a resultativc PP headed by an absmct P. As P denotes an interrelation. it 

requires an NP in its Sps. This structure illustrates that the derived verb hospitulize is 

compriscd of an ment mat implicates a locational relation. The derived verb hospitafize, 

like the zemderived saddle, is necessarily resultative, in conmt to non-locational zero- 

(52) ... VP 
n * spec v ' 

4 
n 
V FP - Delirnit 

I 
1 
I 
n 

1 
1 
1 L 
I 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
1 
I 
L 

PP (SC) 
I 
I 

1 
I 
1 A /'-'. t A the patient P 
1 
t 
1 ----,.----- & - - - - - - - , - - - - -  

1 A 
1 
I - 
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derived verbs like pitchfork and laugh. The crucial point here is thaî the interpretation of 

the derived verb and its arguments depends, not only on the inherent semantic properties of 

each element, but also on the properties of the structure itseif. To be able to fuUy interpret 

an event, one must mke into consideration more than just the lexicaiiy hted meaning of a 

verb. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Extensions of the Event Affix Hypothesis: 

Deriving Causative Structure in English and Japanese 

In this chapter, we tie in our analysis of Engiish -ifyl-ize constructions with the 
analyses of two other types of derived construction in English -- the penphrastic 
and the lercid causatives - and in doing so, place the Event ffi Hypothesis 
within a more general h w o r k .  We then brieay discuss the implications of such 
a fhmework for a univessal theory of event structure by comparing the structure of 
English events with those in Japanese. 

5 .  O INTRODUCTION 

b u g h o u t  this thesis, we have devdoped a consmictional account of the sernantic 

properties of English -ifil-ize afnxed verbs. In Chapter Two, we noted that, traditionally, 

these derived verb constructions have been referred to as morphological causatives, and the 

affixes thernselves as "causativizing affixes" (cf. Williams (1 98 l), Lieber (1 993) and Levin 

and Rappaport Hovav (1995)). We have taken a different approach, defending an "event 

affix" anaiysis of -2fyl-ize. Especially in Chapter Four, we suggested that in fact these 

affixes function as the head of an eventive FP in the syntactic structure. Cnicially. on our 

view. -ify and -ize do not contribute a notion of causation directly. Rather, they contribute 

the event structure that is necessary for a causative interpretation. In essence, the affixes 

pmject a Devent (in the sense of Ritter and Rosen (1997)), and Dcvents form the basis of 

a causative event Thus, causation is derived, not h m  the affix. but h m  the event 

structure that the a f f i x  projects. 

In this chapter, we relate our analysis of English -ifyl-ize constmctions to the analyses of 

two other types of derived causative in English, narnely the so-cded periphrastic and 
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lexical causatives. We show how our event structure approach to -ifyl-ize affixation 

contributes to a general understanding of derived causation. We then look briefly at the 

consbnictional account of Japanese event structure proposed by Watai (1996), as evidence 

for the universali9 of a constructional account of event interpretation. 

5.1 Event Structure and Derived Causatives in English 

5.1.1 Morphological Causatives 

On our analysis of -@/-ire affixation, English derived verb constructions receive a 

semantic interpretation compositionally in the syntax. We have argue& on the one han& 

that the meaning of the Mved verb depends in part on the semantic propemes of the 

arguments and modifias that appear in its VP. and on the other, that the specific 

interpretation of the arguments cornes h m  the structure of the event In Chapters 'Ihree 

and Four, we focused on the aspectual funetion of the anix as a marker of delimitation. 

Thus, our claim is not that the affix is a "causative &". as has been argued by Williams 

(1981). Lieber (1992) and Levin and Rappaport Hovav (1994), but rather that it is an 

"event afnx" with a delirniting function. However, as indicated in our discussion of 

derived accomplishmenu (section 4.2.1). -ifil-ize constmctions often do have a causative 

component to their interpretation, and it is for this reason that Lieber (1992) represents such 

derivations as lexical operations on LCS, as shown in (1) and (2). 

(1) modern: LCS: &-BE [Tbtrgy] L&ODERN]] 
PAS: (y) 



(2) modernize: LCS : [,CAUSE [%.pl, [,pECOME [,,y], &,MODERN]]] 

PAS: (xb)) 

The LCS in (1) indicates that the adjective modern denotes a state and is predicated of one 

argument, with the meaning tbat 'something is modern'. The addition of -ize, as indicated 

in (2). serves two major functions. Fit, it adds a CAUSE predicate to the semantic 

composition, and second, it changes L E E ]  to [,>ECOME]. Thus, one consequence 

of Lieber's analysis is that the creation of =vent structure is directly effezted by the addition 

of an event initiator or causer, that is to Say, a causative interpretation cm be obtained by 

adding a CAUSE predicate to the LCS of a STATE. 

Foilowing Riüer and Rosen (1997), we argued in Chapter Four that States and activities 

pattern together in projecting no syntactic event structure. Event structure is projected ody 

in those cases where the event denoted is deiimïted. Causation (or initiation) is, 

furthermore, only possible in the context of delimitation. Hence, the addition of a causer 

does not create an ment h m  a non-event, but rather augments an existing event. We 

noted that classifying event structure in this way capmes the observation that activities are 

not causativizable. Example (3) illustrates tbat it is not possible to causativize the activity 

verb laugh. 

(3) a. The audience laughed. 

b. *The audience laughed Bill. 
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If a non-delimited event like that in (3) is given a delimiteci reading (by die addition of a 

resultative SC, for example), then a causative inteqretation becomes possible, as indicated 

in (4) below.' 

(4) a. The audience laughed Bill off the stage. 

the audience laughed thereby causing Bill to be off the stage 

Thus, as discusd by R&R, it appears that causation depends directly on delimitation, and 

deIimitation requires the presence of a delimiting FP in the syntax. Lieber's analysis, 

which assumes that causation can be h e d  k t l y  on noneventive elements, does not 

capture these genemlizations. 

In Chapter Four, we argued that -ify and-ize serve to head the delimiting FP that is required 

for ment interpretation (and, concornitantly, the derivation of inititation). We assume the 

event structure tempiate in (Sb), to represent the "spontaneous" event denoted in (5a) (i.e., 

with no specified causer). 

1 Refer to section 3.2.3 for discussion of the delimiting Iùnction of resuitative constructions. 



Tnie egg fertilized. 

VP 

If the @)-event denoted (in our example, the fertiliPng of an egg) is one which specifies 

the initiating participant, then we assume the following event siructure template. 

(6) a. The s p m  fercilized the egg. 

A 
the s p m  



In this case, an Snnitional argument, the spenn, is generated in the specifier of the upper 

VP and moves into the specifia of the FP-initiator to be interpreted as event initiator or 

causer. This interpretation is made possible by the presence of the deiimiting FP lowa in 

the tree. 

5.1.2 Lexical and Periphrastic Causatives (Ritter and Rosen (1993)) 

Our analysis of causation in rnorphologically complex verb constructions contributes to the 

research program of Ritter and Rosen (1993a,b), who have investigated the status of causer 

arguments in EngIish. Their analyses focus on two other types of derived causative in 

English, the penphrastic causative with have and the lexical causative, illustratecl in (7) and 

(8), respectively . 

Peri~hrastic Causatives: 

(7) a. The editor had the reporter rewrite the article. 

b. Marcel had the waiter bring hirn another drink. 

1Rxica.i Causative: 

(8) a. The farrner grows wheat in that field. (cf. Wheat grows in that field) 

b. The lifeguard swam the child to shore. (cf. The child swam to shore.) 

nieu basic premke is thaî CAUSER is an event role and thus not lexicay assigned by the 

verb, but d e r  assigned compositionally in the syntax. As indicated in the examples in 

(7), a periphrastic verb is fomed by the CO-occurrence of two separate lexical items, for 
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exarnple, hrrve ... write, thus fomiing a complex predicate in the syntax? R&R (1993a) 

postdate that there is only one verb have, and that it has no independent semantic content. 

They argue that the function of have is to provide syntactic structure for the insertion of an 

extra argument This Wst-lexical) argument is interpreted by the role it plays in the event 

denoted. For example, the argument WU be interpreted as a causer if it extends the initial 

boundary of the event backward, adding a new begiming point, as depicted in (9). 

(9) The editor had the reporter h t e  a darnaging article. 

write an m * c k  *-- write an article---a 

have + wn'te un adcie .---cause--@--- write an article----a 

The participants involved in the event denoted by the main verb are the NPs the reporter 

and the article. The reporter is the participant that perfoms the action denoted by the verb 

write; the is the participant that is acted on. Thus, Ritter and Rosen observe that die 

extra NP the ediror is only indirectly involved in the event Rather than engaging in, or 

being affected by, the action of the verb, this argument simply instigates the action and 

hence is interpreted as the event initiator or causer. 

The defining characteristic of the periphrastic construction is that the verb have is 

semanticaily unspecfied A semanticdy underspecified verb lacks the lexical content 

necessary to assign a semantic interpretation to its arguments. Such arguments can receive 

a semantic interpretation pst-lexically at LF, the syntactic interp~tative component of the - 
2 See aiso the discussion in section 3.1.2. 



Like have, le& causative verbs are not inherently speciiïed as causative, although they 

do have independent lexical content and thus can license thematic arguments. As indicareci 

with the verbjump in examples (10a) and (lob), for instance, the entity that perforrns die 

action named by the verb is the same in the basic and derivd causative uses; in both cases, 

it is the lion that does the jumping. In (lob) the added NP the ~QUter plays a role only 

indirectiy, by instigating the event. It cmcially does not engage in the action named by the 

verb. 

(10) a. The lion jumped through the hoop. 

the lion jumps 

b. The trainer jumped the lion through the hoop. 

the trainer does not jump 

In what follows we provide the syntactic configurations that we assume for the different 

uses of the verb jump. The structure illustrated in (1 lb) is the one assumed to represent the 

noncausaave use of the verb, and that in (12b) the derived causative. 



(1 1) a. The lion jumped through the hoop. 

I 4  NP: V' 

h 
\ 

PP (SC) 
I n 
I 
I NP: P' 
1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I the hoop 

The event denoted by the single-argument verb in (1 1) is deIimited; as a result of the 

jumping, the lion is 'through the hoop'. In this structure the NP the lion is generated in the 

Spec of VP, reflecting the fact that this NP is an argument of the verb; the lion is the agent 

of jumping. From this position, it can move up to the Spec of the upper FP. As we just 

mentioned, however, the interpretation of the event is such that the lion is also interpreted 

as king 'through the hoop' as a resuit of the jumping. Hence, we postdate a PP SC with 

a delimiting FP projection as a complement to the V. Within this PP, a pro coindexed with 

the lion serves to delifint the event by moving into Spec of FPdelimit and receiving die 

D- role. In this structure, then, the entity denoted by the lion both initiates and 

deMts the event Consider now the event denoted in (12). 



(12) a. The trainer jumped the lion through the hoop. 

b 

the 

Again, the event denoted in this stnicture is delirnited and it is the NP the lion that delirnits 

the event by king 'through the hoop'. Thus, we assume a pro subject in a PP SC that is 

coindexed with the lion, the agent of jumping. However, in this case, the entity denoted by 

the lion is not interpreted as initiating the event Rather, the event is understood as being 

iniîiated by the added NP the traiter, which is a pureIy aspectual argument generated in 

Spec of FP, d e r  than the Spec of a verbal projection. This structure reflects the intuition 

that, while the trainer does instigate the jumping event, the trainer does not jump. Compare 

this structure with the one depicted in (6) for the derived verb fertilize. (6) contains an 

extemal argumenb the spenn, generatd in Spec of VP which then subsequently moves 

into Spec of the in i t ia~g  FP, with the net resdt that the spenn is interpreted as both the 

agent or doer of fertiize, as well as the intiator of the event We postulate that the spem is 

thematically relaied to the verb (a type of agent), whereas the trainer in (12) is not 



In order to maintain the assumption that the spe 

proposed by Dowty (1991), that thematic d e  

rather, "cluster concepts". Dowty suggests 

reanalyzed as PRO-AGENT and P R O T @ P A ~  

characterized by a set of properties. The intepi. 

agent or proto-patient, then, results fiom the 

properties it has. Crucially, the notion 'ageni 

clusta of pnpemes. The contributhg propertit 

are given in (13) below. 

(13) Contributhg Properties for the Agent R 

a volitional involvement in the event 01 

b. sentience (andor perception) 

c. causing an event or change of state in 

d movement (relative to the position of 

(e. exists independently of the event ne 

As long as an argument has one or more ( 

agentively. We assume that in (61, the s p m  is 

and hence is thematically related to the verb. It 

because it entails some of the defining propertic 

in (CI, (4 and (el).' 

Thaî the spem in (6) is thematically related to 
suggested by the foiiowing grammaticality conth 

(i) a. The egg was fertilized by the . 



To summarize, we see that our analysis of -r%y/-ize affixed verbs contributes to a general 

understanding of derived causaaon. With Ritter and Rosen, we postuiate that the notion of 

causation, or event intiation, is denved in the context of delimitation, at least in English. In 

the foilowing section, we consider the implications of this hypothesis for a universal theory 

of event structure. 

5.2 Event Structure and Derived Causatives in Japanese 

We have adopted a view of event structure which assumes that (at Ieast in English) only 

delimited events are strucnually encoded. These are events in which a delunithg FP is 

projected and an argument in its Spec is assigned the D- role. In this section, we 

examine the event structure of Japanese. We see that in this language the opposite is me; a 

stmcturaiiy encoded event is one in which an initiating FP is projected and an argument in 

its Spec is assiped the  TOR role. 

5.2.1 The PrP Hypothesis (Watai (1996)) 

In her analysis of subjects in Japanese, Watai (1996) proposes a functional projection 

Pr(edicate)P, that occurs somewhere between IP and VP and in whose Spec a subject is 

generated. Furthemore, on this anaiysis, PrP is responsible for projecting an ment 

b. ?The lion was jumped through the hoop by the trainet. 

(i) demonstrates that the external argument of fedlize can be put into an agentive by-phrase 
when the sentence is passivized, whereas the extemal argument of jwnp is not so feiicitous in 
the by-phrase, suggesting that this argument is not agentive. (Hence, we are making a 
distinction between agent and causer not made by Dowîy. While an agent participates in the 
core event denoted by the verb, a causer does not, which is why an agent can appear in a by- 
phrase, but a non-agentive causer cannot). 
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structure onto syntax by denoting the beglluiing point of an event Watai argues that this 

analysis captures the obsewation that subjects of eventive verbs in Japanese must be 

initiators of an event. This specification on subjects is based on the fheory of event 

structure realization proposed by van Voorst (1988). who notes that, while internai 

arguments function as objects of termination, extemal arguments rnay function as e i k  

objects of o @ n  or objeca of ac t~aha t ion .~  In Dutch, and as demonstrated by Watai, in 

Japanese, subjects (i-e., extemal arguments) must play a role in initiahg the event For 

exarnple, as the grammaticality contrast in the following sentences shows, an i n s m n t  

c m o t  function as subject, only an agent can. WMe kagi in (14) is crucial to the 

actualization of the event it clearly does not initiate the event and hence cannot function as 

subject The agent Tom in (15), on the other hand, cm be intecpreced as event initiator. 

Hence, the sentence in (15) is perfectly felicitous? 

*Ka@-ga doa-O aketa 
key -NOM door-ACC opened. 

' The key opened the door.' 

4 

5 
For further discussion of van Voorst (1988). see discussion in Chapter 1. section 1.3.1. 
Watai observes that this property of Japanese subjects mimn that of subjects in Irish. as 

noted by Guilfoyle (1995). The Irish sentences in (i) and (ii) show the same gramrnaticality 
contrast between agent subjects and instrument subjects that is demonstrated in Japanese. 
Hence, iike Japanese. Irish is a laquage that is sensitive to event initiation. 

(i) *D'oscail an eochair an dorais. 
open-Past the key the door 
'The key opened the door'. 

(i i) D'oscail S e h  an dorais. 
open-Past Se& the door 
'Sean opened the door.' 

(=(44) & (46) pp. 37-38, Guilfoyle (1995)) 
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Japanese, it must be initiateri. In other words, it must be an 1-event (as opposed to the 

English D-event). 

5.2 -2 The Structure of Unaccusatives 

Watai's analysis of Japanese mirrors our English analysis insofar as she assumes event 

inîerpretation to take piace thmugh the projection of a functional phrase (or phrases) in the 

syntax. Thus, events are distinguished from states in that states are assumed to lack a 

syntacticaliy encoded event structure. One curious assumption that Watai rnakes, however, 

(given her analysis of PrP as rnarker of initiation), concerns the structure of Japanese 

unaccusative verbs. As in Engiish, the characteristic property of an unaccusative verb is 

that its sole argument functions underIyingIy as a deep object. In other words, an 

unaccusative lacks an extemal argument, and only extemal arguments are event initiators 

(typicaily agents). Thus, in an unaccusative consûuction, there is no argument to serve as 

the initiator of the event. If a simcturally encuded event is dehed in Japanese as one in 

which an initiahg PrP is projected with an initiahg argument in its Spec, then it would 

seem reasonable to presurne that Japanese unaccusatives are non-eventive (as far as the 

syntax is concerned). Watai, however, assumes the configuration in (17b) to represent 

unaccusative constructions in Japanese. 

(17) a. Yasai-ga kusat-ta. 
vegetable-NOM rot-Past 
' The vegetables rotted- ' 



b. PrP 

n 
2 

the vegetable I t  

On this view, unaccusative verbs a . ~  eventive and thus require the projection of PrP, but 

because the sole argument of an maccusative is not an initiator, it is base-generated as the 

complement of the verb. Watai explains that the PrP is projected, but because its Spec is 

empty, it is "inert". The object argument is then assumed to move into the Spec position, 

and in so doing, "activate" the eventive property of PrP. In other words, rnovement of 

object NP into Spec,PrP triggers an event interpretation, without triggering the initiator 

interpretation. However, as subjects of non-starive verbs in Japanese must be initiatiors, 

this assumption seems suspect. 

We propose that the properties of Japanese are better explained if it is assurcd that 

unaccusative v&s in Japanese pattern with States, rather than 1-events or true, structuraüy 

encudeù events. Then we can Say that, in order for an event sûucaire to be projected in 

Japanese, the event must be initiated (in conmt to Engiish, in which a structurally encoded 

event must be delirnited). Thus, the two languages are similar in that event information is 

e n c d 4  in the syntactic projection of an eventive FP but, whereas this FP provides I, 

information in English, it pmvides 1-information in Japanese (Irish is arguably similar to 

Japanese in king an I-event language). We hypothesize that UG provides the synmctic 

means of encoding events, but that the specificarion of the eventive FP as delimiter or 
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initiator is subject to cross-luiguistic variation. Further evidence for this structural account 

of Japanese is provided by an analysis of causative constructions. 

5.2.3 The Structure of Causative -(s)ase 

In Japanese, causaiion is generally indicaîed by the presence of the causative morpheme 

-(s)ose, which attatches to a verb stem, as shown in (18)-(19) below (examples korn 

Shibatani (1 976)). 

(19) a. Taroo ga aruk-u. 

' Taroo walks'. 

b. Hanako ga Taroo O ad-ase-ni 

' Hanalco makes Taroo walk'. 

'work' 
'look' 
' walk ' 

(=(2) p. 241, Shibatani (1976)) 

It is genemlly recognized that the -sase morpheme foms two different types of causative 

cons~uction, refemd to in the fiteranire variously as 'lexical' versus 'productive' (or 

'analytical') causaiives (for exarnple, S hibatmi (1 976)) or 'blocked' versus ' unblocked' 

causatives (Miyagawa (1989)). We shall use the temiinology of Shibatani and refer to the 

distinction as lexical vasus analytic. The verbs listed in (1 8)-(19) are of the analytic type 

(relevant details of which are discussed presently). Examples of the socalled lexical 

causatives are provided in (20) and (21). 

Noncausative 
hatârak-u 
mi-ru 
aruk-u 

Causative 
hatarak-ase-ru , 

mi-sase-ru , 

a.-ase-ru 



(20) a. Yasai ga kusat-ta. 
vegetable-N rot-Past 

' The vegetables rotted'. 

b. Taroo ga yasai O kusar-ase-ta. 
Taroo-N vegetable-A rotcause-Past 
' Taroo roüed the vegetable'. 
' The vegetable roaed on Taroo' . 

(=(38) p. 129, Miyagawa (1989)) 

(21) a. Hana ga sak-u. 
fiower-N bloorn 
' The flower blooms'. 

b. Taroo ga hana O sak-ase-ni. 

Taroo-N flower-A bloom-cause-Present 
' Taroo blooms the flower' . 
' Taro0 achieves success'. 

(=(25)-(26) p. 104, Watai (1996)) 

One property that dis~guishes the analytic -sase constructions fiom the lexical ones, is the 

observation made by Shibarani (1976). that analytic causatives typically denote 'directive 

causation', in which the causer (for example, Hu& in (19b)) only indirectly causes the 

event. (For example, the causer perhaps gives directions to the causee.) Lexical 

causatives, on the other hand, typically denote 'manipulative causation', which means that 

the causer has a more direct role in the causing event (For example, the causer must 

manipulate the causee in orda to effect the event) Furthemore, while analytic causatives 

are interpreted purely compositionally (as 'cause to V'), the lexical causatives often have an 

artnitional meaning, either an idiomatic interpretation (as indicated in (21 b)) or an adversity 

interpretation (indicated in (20b)). It is argued that such noncompositional meanings must 
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be lexically listed, whereas andytic meanings are predictable and can be derived in the 

syntactic smcture (cf. Shibatani (1 976)). 

Notice that the i n a s t i v e  verb stems in (18)-(19) (which form the base for the anaiyiic 

causative) are unergative, whereas the verb stems in (20) and (21) (which form the base for 

the lexical causative) are unaccusative. As we shall see, this marks a criticai distinction 

between lexical and anaIytic causatives, and provides evidence for our proposai that 

stnicturally encoded events in Japanese are 1-events. 

One of the most sûiking propemes of the analytic causatives, is that they requk the causee 

to have volitional control over irs action, that is, the causee must be an event initiator. 

Hence, an anaiytic causative can be formed either from a msit ive activity verb or h m  an 

unergative verb, if it is iniranstive. Consider the examples in (22) below illustrating 

causative fomiation on an intransitive verbal stem6 

(22) a. * T m  ga isu O taore-sase-ta. 
' Taroo caused the chair to faii down'. 

b. Taroo ga Ziroo O taore-sase-ta. 

' Taroo caused Jiro to fall down'. 
(=(45)-(46) p. 133, Miyagawa (1989)) 

The formation of a ditransitive verb from a transitive one is provided in (i) below. 

(0 Hanako ga Taroo ni syokki O araw-ase-ta. 
Hanako-N T m - D  dishes-A washcause-Past 

'Hanako caused Taro to wash the dishes'. 
(=(l) p. 1 11, Miyagawa (1989)) 
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The chav in (224 cannot initiate its own famg. Hence, the eventuality in which a chair 

fails cannot be causativized by adding -saxe. if the chair is replaceci by Jiro, as shown in 

(22b). then an analytic interpretation becornes possible. Building on the work of Harley 

(1995). Watai (1996) proposes that in the case of analytical verb-sase consrructions, a 

second instigator in an upper PrP is pmjected over the PrP of the original event, and that 

the head of this upper PrP is îilied by the -(s)ase rnorpheme. The structure Watai proposes 

for the ment denoted in (19b), ~peated below in (23a), is depicted in (23b) (excluding 

functional projections reiating to case assignment). 

(23) a. Hanako ga Taroo O aruk-ase-ru. 

NP Pr' 
A A 

Hanako PrP 
A 
NP 

T m o  Yp 

In this structure, the vert, undergoes head movement, raising through the lower Pr to the 

higher R containhg -(s)ase. The NP in the lower PrP initiates the core event par00 

initiates the waiking), while the NP in the higher PrP initiates the causing event (Hanako 

initiates an event that causes Taroo's wallàng). Note thai, cniciaiiy, the requirement for the 

addition of a causer argument in the upper PrP in Japanese is the syntactic projection of an 

O-event with an initiator in its Spec (exaçtiy the opposite situation than is required for 
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~nglish).' Alteniatively, because the unaccusative consmiction in (223) kicks an ment 

initiator (hence, lacks a syntactically encoded event structure), causa!ivization is not 

possible. We assume that causativization is dependent upon an eventive FP in both English 

and lapanese. However, whereas in Japanese eventive FP is the initiating FP ( W h ' s  

PrP), in English it is the deIun i~g  FP. Hence, we can account for the curious fact that, in 

Japanese it is possible to c a d v i z e  an unergative, but not an unaccusative, whereas in 

English the opposite is me. 

While analytic causatives are d e d  out for unaccusative verbs (as indicated by die 

ungrammaticality of (Za)), it i s  possible in Japanese to form a lexical causative verb from 

an unaccusative. This is shown in exarnples (20) and (21) above, repeated below in (23). 

(23) a. Taroo-ga yasai-O kusar-ase -ta 
Taroo-NOM vegetable-ACC rot -Cause-Past 
Taroo roüed the vegetabIe.' 
' The vegetable rond on Taroo.' 

U m e  Japanese. it is not possible in English to form either a morphologically or lexicaliy 
denved causative on a stem verb such as walk, look or work. Observe the ungrammaticality of 
the following sentences (cf. example (18) above). 

(i) a. *Hanako walked Taroo. (with the meaning,'Hanako caused T m  to walk') 
b. *Hanako looked T m .  
c. *Hanako worked Taroo. (with the meaning,'Hanako caused Taroo to work') 

Like laugh, discussed in section 5.1.1 of this chapter, walk. look and work are classified as 
unergative (activity) verbs. We maintained that because such verbs do not project an eventive 
(Le.. delimiting) FP in English. and because the projection of the Uiitiating FP is dependent 
upon this delimiting FP. such a construction cannot be formed. The only possible way to 
form a causative with such verbs, is by adding a second clause headed by the independent 
verb make. In other words. English must utilize the periphrastic construction. as shown below 
in (ii). 

(ii) a. Hanako made T m  walk. 
b. Hanako made Taroo look. 
c. Hanako made Tarn work- 



b. Taroo-ga hana-O sak -ase -ta. 

Taroo-NOM flower-ACC bloom-Cause-Past 
' Taroo bloomed the flower.' 
The flower bloomed on Taroo.' 

Here, we see -(s)ase attached to the unaccusative verbs kusar 'rot' and sak 'bloom'. That 

these are lexical forms is indicated by the fact that the interpretation is not the 'cause to V' 

interpretion characteristic of analytic constructions (in which thae are two separate sub 

events implied, with wo separate initiators). Rather, the interpxtation of such forms is 

more direct in a sense (similar to the lexical transitive verb kill in English, as opposed to the 

syntactic case to die) (cf. the discussion of 'directive' versus 'manipulative' causation in 

Shibatani (1 976)). Furthemore, these examples show that an altanative adversity (or 

experiencer) intefpretation is available, in which the subject is not the causer of the evenS 

but one who is adversdy affected by it 

Recall now that Watai (1 996) assumes unaccusative constructions to be eventive and thus 

to project an (inert) PrP in the syntax. This was illustrated in (17) and is repeated below in 

PrP e 
Pr' 

(=23) p. 102, Watai (1996)) 



As this structure demonstrates, the object NP is assumed to move into the Spec position of 

the inert PrP in order to activate the "eventive" property of unaccusatives (crucially, without 

triggering an initiator interpretation). Now, compare this smcture with the structure in 

(25), which is assumed to represent a lexical causative formed from this same 

unaccusative. Watai assumes that when -(s)me is added to the unaccusative, an added 

external argument is i n d  into the empty Spec PrP position, thus engaging the event 

function (as weii as the initiator interpretation). 

A 
the vegetable 

On the one hand, the Spec of PrP is assumed not to activate an initiator interpretation for 

the argument in its Spec (the case of unaccusatives show in (24)), but at the same the ,  is 

assumed to activate an initiator interpretation in the case of lexical causatives (shown in 

(25)). It is not clear on this analysis how the eventive PrP could be intepreted as initiating 

in one case and not the other. Furthmore, it is not ciear how the different interpretations 

of the lexical causarive (as demonstrated by, for exarnple, the two i.IItqXetations listed in 

(23)) are to be disthguished by using this structure. 

Hence, we propose that the data are better explained on the assurnption that unacçusative 

constructions pattern with States in that they do not project a syntactic event structure. On 
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this analysis, the ban on analytic causatives formed from unaccusative verbs is then 

accounted for, because derived causation requires the augmentation of an eventive FP, we 

predict it to be impossible if no such FP is present in the syntax. We assume, foilowing 

Shibatani (1979), that lexical causatives are to be treated separately form andytic 

causatives. We assume that these lexicalized elements cannot be given a structural account 

based on the projection of syntactic event structure. 

5.3 Summary 

In this chapter, we attempted to place our analysis of English -ifif-ize constructions within 

a iarger framework of derived causatives by extending our analysis to other types of 

English causative construction. We demonstrated that morphological causatives formed by 

-ifjrl-ize affixation manifest a pattem similar to the other causatives, in ihaî causation is 

derived fkorn the syntactic projection of a D-event We then summarized a suuctural 

account of Japanese event stmchire proposed by Watai (1996), and suggestd an aiternative 

way in which Japanese events may classified. It was seen that in this language structural 

events are dehed as thuse which are initiatied. Thus, unaccusative constructions, because 

they lack an initiating external argumenb were claimed to pattern with States. Further 

evidence for this classification came from a bnef look at causative constructions in 

Japanese. where we observed that unaccusatives are not causativizable. This pattern is 

strikingly different than the pattern of causative verbs found in English. 

Given our observations conceming the event structure pattern in English and Japanese, we 

conclude that a cornparison of these two languages provides some preliminary motivation 

for proposing that syntactic event structure may be a property of Universal Grammar, with 
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languages parameterized with respect to whether eventive FP is specifed for delimitation 

(for example, English) or initiation (for example, Japanese). 



CHAPTER SIX 

Conclusion 

6 .0  A Review 

Throughout this thesis we have sought an answer to the question 'Where do the (uniquely) 

verbal properties of denved verbs corne h m ? '  In addressing this issue, we have focused 

ou.  attention on the morphologically cornplex verbs in English formai by the affixation of 

-ifi and -ize. We first established thaî verbs in general are distinguished from other 

grammatical categories in that they typically encode events. Events encode the notion of 

tirne and involve one or more semantic participants (or arguments). Hence, in our 

examination, we concentrated on the argument structure and event structure properties of 

the denved verbs. We began in Chapter Two by discussing the lexicaiist word-formation 

theories of Williams (1981) and Lieber (1992), pointing out some of the problems that are 

aswiated with the lexicalist approach (in partieula., the fact that the argument structure 

properties of the derived verbs cannot be predicted h m  a highly specified lexical 

representation). We then provided an alternative analysis of -ifil-ize in Chapter Three in 

which we proposed that these verbaiking affixes are thernatidy underqxdied 

(conmbuting no argument structure information), but that they do have an eventive 

conûibution to rnake. The overwhelming majority of -ifil-ize verbs only appear in 

delimited events. Therefore, we concluded that the suffixes should be analyzed as Event 

Affixes, which we defined as morphological markers of dehitation. We then provided 

motivation for our analysis by demonstrating that the affixes occur in complementary 



distribution with other deümiting aspectual elements in English, the resultative particle up 

and the prefixes en- and be-. In Chapter Four, we proposed a unifieci structurai m a r m n t  

of the various aspectual rnarkers, suggesting that they occupy the head of a delimiting FP in 

the syntax. Cornplex verb formation, then, was argued to occur via head movement of a 

lexical stem into the head of FP and thus to be a phenornenon of sentence-level syntax. 

implications of our analysis for the study of derived causatives in English and Japanese 

were suggested in Chapter Five. 

6 .1  Final Remarks 

While a fairly thorough examination of the event saucture propenies of English -im-ize 

verbs was undertaken, the analyses of zerohrived verbs and en-lbe- prefixed verbs were 

comparatively underdeveloped. Zeroderived verbs, in particular, are more problernatic, as 

they display a broder range of semantic properties (for example, see Clark and Qark 

(1979) and Pounder (1995) for discussion). We included zero-derived verbs in order to 

compare the sûuctural representations of derived verbs that denote delimited events with 

those that denote nondelimited ones. However, just how much semantic information cm 

be structurally encoded over and above the aspectual properties of these verbs rernains a 

question for further research. 

Throughout our analysis, we have provided a cornparison of -ifil-ize verbs with prefixed 

verbs and verbparticle constructions, pointing out the fundonal sirnilarity betwen these 

elements. It would be interesting to explore these refationships further. We nomi that 

-ifil-ize occur in complementary distribution with up. Does this sort of relationship 

between derivational affixes and particles occur in other, reIated languages such as German 



or Dutch? What are the origins of -a-ize as aspectual suffures (Le., did they aiways have 

this function)? This question has ak&y been addressed for the particle up by Denison 

(1985). 

Finaliy, it should be noted that our analysis of -ifil-ize as event affixes was based on the 

assumption that event structure is determinexi by the presence of funtional projections in 

the synmx (and it is for this reason that we analyzed the affixes as a d y  heading the 

delimiting FP). What we did not discuss, however, is the role played by tense in the 

determination of event semtics. We have arguecl that the event denoted in a sentence like 

The carbon crystallized is delirnited, and that the single NP argument serves to bemiinate the 

event of crystallizing. However, as pointed out by Pounder (P.C.), this can be contrasted 

with the sentence in the sirnpIe present tense, Carbon crystallizes, and in this case the 

sentence expresses a permanent property of carbon, not a delirnited event. W e  this is a 

curious fact, it does not necessarily undennine our hypothesis that the suffixes are 

morphological markers of &limitation. The general intuition that the crysmllizing event 

ends when the carbon reaches a stage of crystaüization remains. It is strikir~g Bat sentences 

put in the present tense are never deIimited even though thei. past tense counterparts 

no&y are. Thus, this phenornenon is not a problem specific to our analysis, but is, 

rather, a general fact about the interaction between TP and the eventive FP, an interaction 

that should be investigated in future research. 
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